4. MODERN DEVELOPMENT OF THE CM CONSONANTS

4.1. Introduction

In the following pages the main developments of each CM consonant will be discussed. Each section will start with the ‘default’ development of the consonant in question, which usually involves only a small change, if any at all. After that the other common developments will be given, which can be called shifts, as they consist of a change in one or more features. This survey focuses on those developments in the QG languages that shed light on aspects of the reconstruction of CM, or on the taxonomic relations between the modern languages. Dagur and Moghol will be compared where relevant.

There are usually several reflexes per CM consonant in each language. Which reflex appears in a given word is largely determined by phonotactical factors: the position of the consonant in the word with respect to the accent, the vicinity of any other consonants, either directly adjacent or separated by one vowel, and in some cases, the following vowel.

Most consonants show different developments in different positions and environments. The five relevant positions in Common Mongolic are:

- Initial (word-initial)
- Intervocalic (syllable-initial, following a vowel)
- Postconsonantal (syllable-initial, following a consonant)
- Final (word-final)
- Preconsonantal (syllable-final, preceding a consonant)

In CM *tərbəgən ‘marmot’ all of these positions occur: *t initial, *r preconsonantal, *b postconsonantal, *g intervocalic, *n final.

Due to the loss of unaccented vowels consonants may secondarily come into contact with other consonants. They will be called secondarily preconsonantal or postconsonantal as the case may be. Such changes are relevant because they may affect not only the further development of the individual consonant but also the ability of that consonant to influence other consonants in the stem. CM *kʊɾɪɡən ‘lamb’ has become *kʊɾɡən in Proto Shirongol, after which the, now post-consonantal, g was able to deaspirate the initial in the Baoanic languages253, as in Kgj ɡurğən. The Dongxiang form ɡuɣəŋ owes the loss of the r to its secondarily preconsonantal position (intervocalic r is not elided).

Vowel elisions have led to changes in the positional and combinatory properties of individual consonants. For instance *h-, in CM limited to absolute initial position and followed by a vowel, can now be seen preceding other consonants, as in Baoan hda < *huuta ‘bag’. CM *ŋ, which used to be restricted to

---

252 Default in the sense of ‘in the absence of factors triggering other developments’. The default reflex thus defined need not be the most frequent one.

253 Initial weakening is triggered by a weak (postconsonantal or intervocalic) consonant that starts the second syllable. See below.
syllable-final positions, can now also be found as the first member of initial clusters, as in MgrH ñgo < *öŋge ‘colour’.

Thus a new kind of syllable structure was created, with consonants that are word-initial and preconsonantal at the same time.

On the other hand, especially in dialects under strong Chinese influence, consonant clusters may be dissolved, resulting in secondarily intervocalic consonants.

### 4.1.1. Proto Mongolic legacy and prehistoric shifts

Some of the differences between the word shapes found in modern Mongolic languages are not due to relatively recent sound shifts, but are in fact relics from old variants that must have existed before the divergence of the present languages. Some are documented in older languages, while others can be distilled from the modern languages. Alternations include:

- **Final d ~ s ~ š ~ č**, as in *hedke- ~ *heske-, etc. ‘to cut’
- **Initial g ~ j, as in *gilgan ~ *jilgan ‘shiny’**
- **Initial and medial d ~ j, as in *kadaar ~ *kajaar ‘horse’s bit’**
- **Intervocalic d ~ t, as in gesetin ~ *getesin ‘intestine’**
- **Intervocalic g ~ k, as in *nigen ~ *niken ‘one’**
- **Medial or final l ~ r, as in *çiilgol ~ *çii ’paper’, but mostly due to dissimilation**
- **Initial and intervocalic n ~ l, as in *menkei ~ *melekei ‘frog’, mostly due to dissimilation**
- **Intervocalic and postconsonantal b ~ m, as in *kabar ~ *kamar ‘nose’, *nilbusun ~ *nilmusun ‘tear’**

Of course, most of these sets of variants reflect well-known phonetic changes, so that it is often possible to tell which variant is the oldest. The developments d > j and g > j are more likely than the reverse. An original syllable-final j may underlie the modern alternation d ~ s (see Poppe 1955:178, in the context of the plural suffixes -d and -s). In other cases it is impossible to determine which of the extant forms represents the older stage.

Prehistoric shifts are those phonetic changes that are already in evidence in the earliest written Mongolic. These include the development of *s > š preceding *i/*i, and the split of *k and *g into a velar and an uvular set, depending on the adjacent vowels. The š sound may have been an incipient phoneme, as it also occurred syllable-finally in words of Turkic origin. In our CM notation the syllable-final š will be written as such, but the predictable š- preceding *i/*i will be written s-. The uvular allophones of *k and *g will not generally be distinguished in the notation, except in the section devoted to these consonants.

### 4.1.2. Types of phonetic shifts

Both unconditional and conditional changes may involve:
1. Place of articulation
2. Manner of articulation
3. Consonant strength, i.e. +/- aspiration or +/- voice

Examples for shifts in the place of articulation include:
CM *ki- > Mongghul and Mangghuer či-
CM *-b- > Mangghuer -g- (usually preceding -s-)
CM *s > Dongxiang š before palatal vowels

Examples for shifts in the manner of articulation include
CM initial *k- > Dagur x-
CM intervocalic *-b- > wlu in most languages

Examples for shifts in consonant strength:
CM initial *b- > Shiorongol p- when the next syllable starts with a strong consonant
CM initial *k- > Eastern Yugur g- when the next syllable starts with *d/*j

4.1.3. Patterns, preferences, and tendencies

Many consonants did not only change their own phonetic characteristics, but also developed new features (usually restrictions) concerning their distribution and combinatorial properties.

Many changes occur as a consequence of restrictions on syllable structures and distributional limitations of individual consonants. Limitations of this type as found in the peripheral languages are often inspired by neighbouring languages. In Mongghul and Eastern Yugur new syllable structures evolved due to a combination of a native tendency to elide unaccented vowels and a tolerance for consonant clusters, newly acquired under the influence of Tibetan. In Mangghuer and Dongxiang there is a tendency to eliminate all syllable types that are alien to Chinese. Interestingly, before coming under Chinese influence, Mangghuer had developed a tolerance for Tibetan-type initial clusters, which are now being broken up again, as in šiʒu < *šʒu < *iščau < *ebčeün ‘chest’, and side < *šide < *nte < *erte ‘early’. Other observable preferences can not be explained from neighbouring languages, although some of them have parallels in the Turkic languages of the region.

Strength/aspiration patterns and shifts

One of the regional features shared by Mongolic and Turkic languages, but not induced by Chinese or Tibetan, are the patterns in which strong and weak consonants can be combined within a word stem.²⁵⁴ However, such patterns change from language to language, and preferences vary from consonant to consonant.

²⁵⁴ It is not clear in which language family this phenomenon originated. North West Mandarin and Amdo Tibetan do not share this areal tendency, probably because syllables in these languages are not just segments of words, but autonomous lexemes or at least morphemes, which helps them to retain their phonetic integrity.
Several types of strength-related changes can be distinguished. Some changes are triggered by the other consonants of the stem, including assimilatory strengthening, assimilatory weakening, and dissimilatory weakening. These typically involve initial consonants being influenced by the (intervocalic or postconsonantal) consonant starting the following syllable. There are also groups of words with initial or medial weakening or strengthening without there being an obvious trigger. Developments in opposite directions may co-occur in the same language, so that the inventory of developments in each language may become quite complicated. Compare the following small subset of EYu words, only concerning the behaviour of initial *k and *g- in back-vocalic stems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EYu</th>
<th>CM</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ġada</td>
<td>*kada</td>
<td>assimilatory weakening</td>
<td>rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hği-</td>
<td>*kaka-</td>
<td>homorganic dissimilation</td>
<td>to choke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ġabčə-</td>
<td>*kabči-</td>
<td>dissimilatory weakening</td>
<td>to pinch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qasə-</td>
<td>*kišu-</td>
<td>strong *k- preserved as plosive</td>
<td>to scrape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χutağa</td>
<td>*kítuga</td>
<td>strong *k- preserved as fricative</td>
<td>knife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qagča</td>
<td>*gagča</td>
<td>assimilatory strengthening of initial</td>
<td>alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ġašu:n</td>
<td>*gasiun</td>
<td>weak *g- preserved</td>
<td>bitter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only some of these, partly contradictory, developments can be explained and predicted. Assimilatory weakening is shared by Eastern Yugur and the Shirongol group in a large number of words, and must have preceded most other strength-related changes in these languages. Homorganic dissimilation occurs in words with the structure *kVkV- and *tVtV-, while the initial retains its place of articulation in sequences like *kVtV- or *kVčV-. Initial *k followed by medial *č is often weakened, suggesting that this is 'Ordos-type' initial weakening. As the Eastern Yugur phenomenon lacks the regularity seen in Ordos, there may be other factors. The choice between q- and x- also has to do with the consonant starting the second syllable; x- usually appears before liquids, nasals, and semivowels. At first sight qagča < *gagča looks like 'Monguor-type' initial strengthening, although medial -č- was not subsequently weakened, as would be the case in Mongghul. Moreover it is not a frequent phenomenon in Eastern Yugur.

Most of these tendencies have parallels in the other plosives and affricates of Eastern Yugur, but the interplay between any two consonants is different. Not even *k- and *g- in front-vocalic stems behave the same as their uvular counterparts. Initial *b- is routinely strengthened to p- in the QG languages when the second

---

255 Preferences with regard to strength patterns have changed over time. CM *kadum 'spouse’s relatives’ has become *gadum in Shirongol, but according to modern Mongghul the original strength pattern with strong initial and weak medial would have been ideal.

256 Certain preconsonantal consonants could mitigate the influence of the strong consonant of the second syllable. This requires more research.
syllable starts with č. Perhaps the absence of *p in the original CM system prevented the confusion that arose in the development of the consonant pairs like *k - *g.

Some of the developments observed in de QG languages can be seen as attempts to regularise the gappy CM consonant system:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>weak</th>
<th>strong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*b</td>
<td>&lt;gap&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*d</td>
<td>*t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;gap&gt;</td>
<td>*s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;gap&gt;</td>
<td>*š</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ǰ</td>
<td>*č</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*g (velar)</td>
<td>*k (velar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*g (uvular)</td>
<td>*q (uvular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;gap&gt;</td>
<td>*h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Mongolic languages of the QG region the following strength correlations can be found:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>weak</th>
<th>strong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>č</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ǰ</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ǰ</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʝ</td>
<td>ě</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʒ</td>
<td>ʂ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g (velar)</td>
<td>k (velar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g (uvular)</td>
<td>q / x (uvular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø (vocalic onset)</td>
<td>h/f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not all these regularisation attempts apply to all languages. All QG languages show a strong tendency to strengthen the original weak word-initial consonant *b- to p-, if the next syllable starts with a strong consonant. In the Monguor languages, weak *d-, *ǰ-, and *g- in similar environments also tend to change into their strong counterparts *t-, *č-, and *k- (which unlike p- already existed in the CM system). In the remaining languages this occurs more sporadically. The correlation between h- and Ø is also strongest in Monguor, although h- may arise elsewhere through devoicing of an initial syllable with vocalic onset. In Eastern Yugur such h’s tend to appear only if the initial vowel completely disappears, as in hsara- < *asara- ‘to raise’.
The affricates ʒ ʃ ƺ seem to be incipient weak counterparts of s š ʂ in some varieties of Mangghuer and Mongghul\(^{257}\), which appear at the beginning of the second syllable after a (primarily or secondarily) strong initial consonant, as in the following Mangghuer examples: piʒi-li < *puśele- < *bāsele- ‘to wear a belt’, kugier < *kösər ‘floor’, qəƺəŋ < *gasïun ‘sour’, quƺu < *koştun ‘beak’, puƺi < *bisi ‘not’. Poppe already noticed the distribution of medial s and ʒ in Mongghul (1955:120). In both Monguor languages ʒ also appears when s ended up as a second member of an initial cluster, as in MgrH sʒu ~ fuʒu < *usun ‘water’. It cannot be determined why no voiced fricatives z ź ŋ were created. Perhaps it was convenient to use the Chinese-compatible consonants that were already present. ʒ and ƺ (both from *ǰ) already existed as the weak counterparts of ĺ and ɺ (from *č).\(^{258}\) This affrication of the weakened sibilants must be a relatively late development, otherwise confusion would have arisen between the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ affricates, e.g. ʒ could have been secondarily strengthened to ś in some words.\(^{259}\)

The assimilation and dissimilation processes serve to create the ideal word structure with regard to strength patterns, which differs from language to language. How, and when, these preferences came about is unclear; they are not obviously due to the influence of non-Mongolic neighbouring languages as so many features are.

The strength patterns favoured by Mongghul are the clearest. Preferably there is only one strong consonant, and preferably it should be the initial plosive or affricate. Words with a strong initial in CM, when any further consonants were weak, often keep their structure (e.g. xana: < *kania- ‘to cough’).\(^{260}\) Other word types will emulate this structure as far as possible. Words with a second strong consonant will weaken it, e.g. xadŋ < *katau(n) ‘hard’. Words with a weak initial and a strong medial consonant, will strengthen the initial and then weaken the medial, e.g. təbde: < *debte- ‘to soak’, puジャー < *burčag ‘bean’, xaldan < *altan ‘gold’. When non-initial consonant strengths cannot move towards the left they tend to remain where they are, e.g. maxa < *mïkan ‘meat’, mančoŋ < *mončag ‘crest’, neːten < *noítan ‘wet’.

The Monguor-type initial strengthening accompanied by medial weakening is what Svantesson et al. (2005:207) call flip-flop. In spite of the link between initial strengthening and medial weakening, this is not a straightforward case of metathesis,

\(^{257}\) Notably in the eccentric Mongghul dialect described by Dpal-ldan-bkra-shis and Slater (1996), although there are also examples in the other sources, e.g. xeʃa < *koştun ‘beak’ in Khasbaatar.

\(^{258}\) In the Turkic languages Tofa and Manchurian Khakas (Fuyu ‘Kyrgyz’) we also find ʃ rather than ʒ in words featuring voicing of intervocalic *š, e.g. Tofa ejik, Fuyu jįk < *ašik ‘door’ (Rassadin 1995:105b, Hu & Imart 1987:52). Cf. also, from further afield, borrowings like Italian cugino ‘cousin’ from older French and Japanese reja ‘leisure’ from English, where ʃ stands in for the ʒ that the recipient language lacks.

\(^{259}\) These instances of ʒ ʃ ƺ diachronically stem from s š ʂ, but it does not follow that they are considered to be the weak counterparts of the sibilants synchronically. There is no evidence that an active system of strength oppositions is known to, and synchronically applied by, the speakers.

\(^{260}\) Excluding the early cases of assimilatory weakening, mostly preceding *d or *j, as shared by Eastern Yugur and Shirogol.
as it has two distinct stages. The loss of aspiration in the medial consonant is not simultaneous, and can be considered a type of dissimilation. As none of the other QG languages systematically shares the second stage, it may have developed recently.

Eastern Yugur, Baoan, Kangjia, and Dongxiang show a more varied picture. Even following the secondarily strong initial p- the medial consonant has triggered the strengthening is not necessarily weakened. In both Eastern Yugur and Baoanic many instances of Ordos-type initial weakening are found, more commonly in fact than secondary initial strengthening. Ordos (and other central Mongolic dialects including Chakhar) have a preference for weak initials when a strong consonant follows, while the three literary central Mongolic languages have kept the CM strength constellations unchanged, e.g. they preserve CM *tata- ‘to pull’ with two strong consonants, as opposed to MgrH toda- and Ord data-. Such preferences for certain strength patterns may be related to ancient accent patterns.

In Eastern Yugur, and occasionally elsewhere, homorganic sequences deviate from the general development, in that the first consonant is replaced by h, as in EYu hta- < *duta- ‘to lack’, hki:r < *kokiür ‘snuffbottle’. CM *tata- ‘to pull’ has produced dissimilated forms in Eastern Yugur and throughout Shirongol.

The second element of initial consonant clusters is generally weakened if the first element is strong, e.g. MgrH sgal < *sakal ‘beard’, sɣ < *hekin ‘brain’, sɣa:- < *ita- ‘to light’, BaoN hʒa- < *kuča- ‘to bark’, BaoD fgor < *hiker ‘bovine’. This is logical as the second element goes back to the syllable-initial consonant of the second syllable. After weak initials strong second elements are allowed, e.g. MgrH ntora:- < *untara- ‘to sleep’ as opposed to nde: < *ende ‘here’.

Incidentally the strengthening phenomena observed in initial position can be seen in the middle of words. This entails the strengthening of the consonant starting the second syllable by that starting the third, e.g. MgrH kaʃi < *egeči ‘elder sister’, MgrM dapuʒi < *dabusun ‘salt’, Kgj aŋkčiɣ < *ĩŋgarčag ‘packsaddle’.

Initial consonant clusters

Initial consonant clusters appear in languages that underwent Tibetan influence: Eastern Yugur, Mongghul, Mangghuer, Baoan, and Kangjia, but - not coincidentally - only marginally in Dongxiang. Clusters in native words probably came about after a large amount of Amdo Tibetan loanwords created a tolerance for them. On

In case of Eastern Yugur the descriptions of Junast and Bolčuluu disagree. Junast’s notation suggests that most non-initial strong consonants were weakened. It is not clear whether the varieties they describe are actually different with respect to strength patterns. Whether the second element of the resulting clusters is strong is another point of disagreement between the Eastern Yugur sources.

The few documented clusters in Dongxiang (sd-, sɣ-) can be alternatively analysed by assuming a voiceless vowel between the cluster elements. As Dongxiang apparently lacks Tibetan loanwords, Tibetan influence on the phonology would be unexpected.

The structural similarity between the QG Mongolic clusters and those of local Tibetan is discussed by Janhunen 2001.
the other hand, two non-Tibetan phenomena shared by the QG languages, word-final accent and vowel devoicing, were certainly helpful in creating the clusters. Not all clusters that are allowed in loanwords from Tibetan are necessarily found in native words. Reversely not all clusters found in the Mongolia languages are found in the neighbouring Tibetan dialects.²⁶⁵ There is, however, a large overlap. Amdo Tibetan and the QG languages agree that consonant clusters should have no more than two elements, and that the first element should not be a plosive or affricate.

Clusters typically arise when the (typically high and short) vowel of the first syllable is elided, but whether this elision will take place depends on the resulting structure. If this structure is allowed in a given language, the vowel may be elided. Normally the elided vowel is either the initial vowel, which is followed by a nasal or liquid, or the non-initial vowel preceded by a fricative.

Clusters typically result from a CM sequence \( V + N + V \) or \( V + F + P \), such as *tata, *hama: and *tatah. The same phenomenon occurs sporadically in other languages, e.g. MgrH *erūn, MgrH *nje, as in EYu *tata “to see”. The same phenomenon occurs sporadically in other languages, e.g. MgrH *nje, as in EYu *tata “to see”. The same phenomenon occurs sporadically in other languages, e.g. MgrH *nje, as in EYu *tata “to see”.

In cases like EYu *tata “to see”. The same phenomenon occurs sporadically in other languages, e.g. MgrH *nje, as in EYu *tata “to see”. The same phenomenon occurs sporadically in other languages, e.g. MgrH *nje, as in EYu *tata “to see”.

In rare cases the cluster may stem from a *VCVC sequence, as in Kgj mgŋ < *emegen “old woman”.

1. Nasal + Plosive/Affricate, such as mb-, nd-, nt-, ng-. These typically developed from a CM sequence \( V + N + V \) or \( V + F + P \), such as in EYu ndas: < *umdaas “to be thirsty”, see also *hamba “to swim”, *ïngarčag “packsaddle”, *ingasun “wool”. Words with initial nasal such as *nidin “eye” normally do not develop initial clusters of this type. The nasal first member may go back to *l, as in Kgj njīye < *elįgįen “donkey”. In Baoan the initial \( n \) in clusters has been often added without a known reason, as in BaoD nda- < *ide- “to eat”, njīa- < *ūje- “to see”. The same phenomenon occurs sporadically in other languages, e.g. MgrH njūa: < *ugia- “to wash”, Kgj ndasun < *hutasun “thread”.

2. Liquid + Plosive/Affricate, such as rb-, rd-, rg-, ld-. These typically developed from a CM sequence \( V + N + V \) or \( V + F + P \), such as in EYu nda:s- < *umdaas “to be thirsty”, see also *hamba “to swim”, *ïngarčag “packsaddle”, *ingasun “wool”. Words with initial nasal such as *nidin “eye” normally do not develop initial clusters of this type. The nasal first member may go back to *l, as in Kgj njīye < *elįgįen “donkey”. In Baoan the initial \( n \) in clusters has been often added without a known reason, as in BaoD nda- < *ide- “to eat”, njīa- < *ūje- “to see”. The same phenomenon occurs sporadically in other languages, e.g. MgrH njūa: < *ugia- “to wash”, Kgj ndasun < *hutasun “thread”.

3. Fricative + Plosive/Affricate, such as rd-, rd-, rd-, rd-. These have diverse origins. They usually developed from Fricative + V + Plosive/Affricate, such as in EYu sda:son < *sudasun “vein”, see also *hekin “head”, *hutasun “thread”, *sidin “tooth”. Occasionally \( V + V \) is elided as well, cf. MgrH sɣan, Kgj sɣ < *saikan “beautiful”, BaoN hda < *huuta “bag”. Some clusters stem from V + Fricative + Plosive/Affricate, e.g. EYu sɣar- < *iskir “to whistle”, BaoN sɣel- < *ɵskel- “to kick”. Other cases go back to Fricative + V + Plosive/Affricate, as in EYu hta- < *tata “to pull”, BaoN hlon < *katau(\( n \)) “hard”. In cases like EYu xja:r < *gaγgaar “alone”, MgrH sde:- < *üγtee “to uproot”, hdo- < *hopta “to cut down”, the initial fricative may reflect the whole collapsed initial syllable rather than specifically the initial or the preconsonantal consonant. In Mongghul it is not

---

²⁶⁵ The various Mongolic languages received their loanwords from different Amdo Tibetan donor dialects. See Róna-Tas 1962, Nugteren & Roos 1998.
uncommon for the fricative first element to go back to devoiced *r, as in sde < *erte ‘early’. The initial fricative may also go back to vocalic onset (> secondary h-), as in EYu hća:n < *ačian ‘load’, MgrH şdogo:n < *ódken ‘dense’, BaoN hgu- < *ükü- ‘to die’. Rarely the cluster is the result of the contraction of a *VCVC sequence, as in EYu and MgrH sgi: < *isegei ‘felt’.

Some less common categories include:

4. **Fricative + Nasal**, from Fricative + V + Nasal, as in MgrH şnaġa < *sïnaga “ladle”. EYu qi:- < *himie- ‘to laugh’ has the same origin, but does not contain a cluster synchronically.266

5. **Fricative + Liquid**, from Fricative + V + Liquid, as in EYu šra < *sïra ‘yellow’, šlə < *sili ‘nape’. Cases like EYu la:n ~ la:n < *hulaan ‘red’ have the same origin, but cannot be considered to contain clusters synchronically.

6. **Fricative + Fricative**, from Fricative + V + Fricative, as in EYu hsʉn, BaoGt xʂa- < *karïa- ‘to swear’.

7. **Plosive + Fricative**, from Plosive + V + Fricative, as in EYu mba- < *humba- ‘to swim’, səʒu < səzu < *usun ‘water’. This is observable because the new word shape does not ‘reinstate’ the original shape, but developed from the form with initial cluster. Many of these changing preferences can even be observed by comparing data from the 1880s, 1950s and recent descriptions.

The order of the developments is not always self-evident. The Eastern Yugur forms sʉkel- < *öskel- ‘to kick’ may have developed before or after the loss of the initial vowel, but qutul- < *hogtal- ‘to fell’ most likely broke up the cluster before eliding the initial vowel, because an initial cluster qt- seems less likely to have existed. In MgrH şdogo:n < *ódken ‘dense’ the cluster -dk- must have been dissolved into -tVg- (with consonant strength moving to the left) before the new -t- could trigger the devoicing of the initial vowel and the development of the initial cluster.

Unwanted consonants at the end of the syllable

The treatment of the CM medial consonant clusters in Shirongol can be seen in the light of newly developed restrictions on the distribution of individual consonants. This affects the syllable-final consonants. The dialects with the lowest tolerance of

---

266 Voiceless nasals in the vicinity of, or as a vestige of, voiceless preradical s- are also found in some varieties of Amdo Tibetan.

267 The last two categories of uncommon cluster types are absent from Amdo Tibetan.
syllable-final consonants tend to be those with the strongest Chinese influence. These include Kangjia and Dongxiang, Mangghuer, and some dialects of Mongghul. On the other hand, the development of several final obstruents > -r in Dagur is not inspired by Chinese.

The maximum number of final consonants in Mandarin is three: n, ŋ, and r [ɭ], but in fact n and ŋ have often merged in local dialects of North West Mandarin. Needless to say these finals are allowed in all Shirongol languages. All further syllable-final consonants (*b, *g; *d, *s/š, *m, *l, *r) are to some degree undesirable in several Shirongol languages. A number of solutions are available to ‘fix’ stems with such consonants at the end of the syllable.

1. The most straightforward solution is elision, which is practiced most systematically by Dongxiang in the case of *b-; *g and *-r, e.g. *bọ *jób ‘correct’, ɕa < *čag ‘time’, qa < *gar ‘hand’.
2. Changing the offending consonant into a permissible one, e.g. *-m > -ŋ or *-l > -r, as in MgrM saŋ < *sam ‘comb’, gar < *gal ‘fire’.
3. Changing the word structure by means of an epenthetic vowel, as in MgrM mangči < *mangus ‘anthropophagous ogress’, MgrH doge- < *hedke- ‘to cut’, allowing the pronunciation of the separated consonants to stay intact.
4. Maneuvering the offending consonant into a permissible position by means of metathesis, as in Kaj turgü < *toarug ‘earth’.
5. Changing the syllabic analysis without changing the actual word shape, as in Dgx ham:r- > Dgx ha-roŋ ‘ten’, where the *b was absorbed into the second vowel, and *r became the initial consonant of the second syllable. This has also happened to the compounds ga-duŋ-me-kie < *ka-dum e-ke ‘mother-in-law’, gie-re-geŋ < *ger e-jen ‘head of the household’, ko-ro-loŋ < *köl o-ran ‘footprint, track’ (as opposed to *gaduŋ < *kadum ‘inlaws’, gie < *ger ‘house’, koŋ < *köl ‘foot’).

In practice these solutions may coexist or alternate in a given dialect, and may even be used in the same word, as in Dgx ku- ~ kuru- < *kər- ‘to reach’. Although exceptions abound, each dialect usually has a preferred solution for each consonant. Final *-m becomes -ŋ in Mangghuer, Kangjia and Dongxiang. However, the original pronunciation may be salvaged by means of an epenthetic vowel, as in Dgx amusa- < *amsa- ‘to taste’. Syllable-final *-g is normally elided in Dongxiang, but it too may be preserved, as in bugulike- ‘to close with a stopper’ < *bọgle-. As in case of the initial consonant clusters, preferences and tolerances may change over time. For instance, final *-d of nouns has tended to become *-r in Mongghul, as in cidar < *kitad ‘Chinese’, teved ~ tever < *töbed ‘Tibetan’, but in some Mongghul dialects final -r has apparently become problematic at a later stage, leading to forms such as Danma Mongghul cidari, ti:wari.

---

268 It is noteworthy that even in the dialects with the most Sinicised phonologies some consonants are preserved despite not existing in Chinese, such as uvular ɹ- and ɭ-.

269 Confusion between word-final -n and -ŋ is also seen in Mongghul, which was influenced by Chinese to a lesser degree. However, in Mongghul this confusion may also lead to original -n becoming -m, as in jardam < *aldan ‘gold’. Similar confusions can also be seen in (Turkic) Western Yugur, but seem to be absent from Eastern Yugur.
In the following pages the main modern developments of each CM consonant will be discussed. We will start with the ‘independent’ development, i.e. the default development if no other influences are at work. This normal development is not always statistically predominant. Most consonants can disappear completely under given circumstances.

A global inventory (excluding *š) is shown in the table below. It only aims to give an impression of the diversity of solutions within languages and between languages, and does not take into account the frequency of any solution in a given language or possible differences between the development of verb and noun stems (the former more often preserve final consonants by means of an epenthetic vowel). The reduction of the number of final consonants in Dagur may be completely independent from Chinese. Eastern Yugur and the best-known Mongghul dialects tend to preserve most final consonants. These languages are included here for the sake of comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*b</th>
<th>*g</th>
<th>*d</th>
<th>*s</th>
<th>*m</th>
<th>*l</th>
<th>*r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dag</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>m/n</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYu</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>g/ğ</td>
<td>d/r</td>
<td>s/sV</td>
<td>m/n</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgrH</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>g/ğ</td>
<td>d/r</td>
<td>s/sV</td>
<td>m/n</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgrH -NG</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>g/ğ</td>
<td>d/r</td>
<td>s/sV/ʒV</td>
<td>m/n</td>
<td>r/Ø</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgrH -Do</td>
<td>? - Ø</td>
<td>? - Ø</td>
<td>r/Ø / dV</td>
<td>s/sV</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgrH -DS</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>g/u</td>
<td>ri/ dV</td>
<td>sV</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>ri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgrM</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>g/ğ/ğ/Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>sV/ʒV</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaoD</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>g/ğ (x, χ, y)</td>
<td>dV</td>
<td>sV</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaoGt</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>ğV/Ø</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>sV</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaoN</td>
<td>bV</td>
<td>g/ğ</td>
<td>d/r</td>
<td>s/sV/r</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaoX</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>g/ğ</td>
<td>dV</td>
<td>sV</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kgj</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>g/ğ/y/ğ/ğV/u/Ø</td>
<td>dV</td>
<td>sV</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>r/h”m”</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dgx</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø/u/ğV</td>
<td>dV</td>
<td>sV</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Development of CM *b

4.2.1. Default (non-shift)

Weak *b occurs in all positions:
Intervocalic: *dabusun ‘salt’, *ebesün ‘grass’, *kubia- ‘to divide’, *sibaun ‘bird’, *yabu- ‘to go’.

The reflex -n appears regularly in deverbal formations with the ending -dan < *-dAl.

Final: *a[b ‘to take’, *eb ‘peace’, *jab ‘interval’, *jöb ‘correct’.


In general, *b tends to be preserved as a weak bilabial plosive word-initially and postconsonantally after *m.

4.2.2. Shifts in the place of articulation

The place of articulation is generally quite stable. In Mangghuer preconsonantal *b tends to become ɣ, cf. *tobčï ‘button’, *nabčïn ‘leaf’ (see below). In Dagur, intervocalic -b- may develop into -ɣ-, apparently via -w-, as in šɔɣɔ: < *sïbaun ‘bird’. This mostly happens after rounded vowels. Incidental cases occur in other languages, e.g. Dgx ɣọga: < *kubïa- ‘to divide’, EYu dogšün < *tübsin ‘flat, level’.

In the case of EYu dąγqur < *dabkʊr ‘double’ and ḋuɣqan < *čïbukan ‘jujube’, the -ɣ- may just represent preaspiration, in which case -b- was elided altogether.

4.2.3. Shifts in the manner of articulation

The intervocalic development of *b into a semivowel or fricative w (v, β, φ, ŭ) is common in Eastern Yugur and in all Shirongol languages except Mangghuer (cf. *kabar, *talbi-). In Mongghul, and to a lesser extent Baoan, the same development can also be found word-initially (cf. *bara-, *beri). This is not seen in Dongxiang, Kangjia, and Mangghuer, suggesting that the Baoan and Mongghul cases developed independently.

In Eastern Yugur, the development *b > β in word-initial position is only documented as a sandhi phenomenon. Words that are listed with initial β- as a ‘standard form’ are in fact words that are usually or exclusively found after another word, e.g. EYu βai-na ‘is’, βɔlɡɔn ‘every’, βurū ‘every’ (the latter two both placed after the noun) from *bай-na, *bolgan, *bʊrʊ.

In intervocalic position the development of w > Ø is common in Eastern Yugur as well as Shirongol. In Eastern Yugur this seems limited to words with labial vowels, such as ḋɔ:-(< *ʃɔβɔ-)< *joba- ‘to suffer’, EYu šu:n (< *ʃəβu:n)< *sibaun ‘bird’. In Shirongol this type can also be found. Many examples are like Dgx ıtʉ-< *ebed- ‘to be ill’, Dgx osuŋ < *ebešiń ‘grass’, in which the labiality is absorbed into

---

271 Also in Dag jyŋ”. < *joba- ‘to suffer’, suŋ” < *sùbe ‘small hole, eye of a needle’. Interestingly, Enkhbat chose to write the -ɣ- in these words with the grapheme <w> in his 1983 dictionary, which is in most regards merely an enlarged version, transliterated into Pinyin, of his 1984 dictionary. At the 2009 PIAC I had the opportunity to ask Prof. Enkhbat, who is himself a native speaker of Dagur, about this. The friction of ɣ in words like ḋɔɣɔ: ‘bird of prey’ was not audible to me. In other phonetic environments, e.g. in deyi: ‘bird’, ɣ can be clearly heard, and is not interchangeable with -w-. 208
the vowel\(^{272}\). Baoan cases include BaoÑ \(kuj < *kóbeün ‘son’\), BaoX \(su:kə < *síbúge ‘awl’\). Mongghul also has many cases with little or no trace of \(*b\), e.g. te:rə - to:to- < *teberi- ‘to embrace’. In addition we can find the development \(*b > y\) in Shirongol (when followed by \(i\)), in words like BaoD \(y\)to-\(< *kabid- ‘to swell’\). MgrH tayin \(< *tubin ‘fifty’\), Dgx tui-\(< *tabi- (< *tabi) ‘to put’. In Mongghul this may also occur when \(*b\) is followed by other vowels, cf. ver - yer < *(h)ebber ‘horn’; kavya - kavyag < *kébeg ‘bran’. In Mangghuer, \(*b\) is stable in such words, with the exception of \(y\)u- < *yabu- ‘to walk’. The treatment of intervocalic \(-b\)- constitutes one of the systematic differences between the two Monguor languages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MgrM</th>
<th>MgrH</th>
<th>CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>çubüga</td>
<td>éüga</td>
<td>*čibüga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qabar</td>
<td>xavar</td>
<td>*kabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>şibau</td>
<td>şau ~ šu:</td>
<td>*sibaun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Postconsonantal \(*b\) may appear as \(*b\) or as a fricative. The plosive pronunciation is preserved after \(*m\) in all languages. After \(*l\) and \(*r\) it usually develops into the same fricative as intervocalic \(*b\). This is the case in Eastern Yugur and Shirongol (Mangghuer excepted). In most Shirongol dialects, the \(*b\) in the numerals \(*gurban ‘three, *dörbën ‘four’ and *harban ‘ten’ has disappeared or absorbed into a diphthong. In Mongghul this is also common in other words, e.g. \(ciře: < *kirbei ‘edge’\). Only Mangghuer is quite consistent, as is clear from the following comparison\(^{273}\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EYu</th>
<th>MgrH</th>
<th>MgrM</th>
<th>Dgx</th>
<th>CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>harβan</td>
<td>xar(v)an</td>
<td>xarbaŋ</td>
<td>haron</td>
<td>*harban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hurβaŋ</td>
<td>fura:-</td>
<td>xurba-</td>
<td>fura-</td>
<td>*hurba-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čιlβoŋ</td>
<td>čolbaŋ</td>
<td>čorbaŋ</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>*čolban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>čirval</td>
<td>čarbar</td>
<td>Ġiwa</td>
<td>*kišar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mba-</td>
<td>xumbə:-</td>
<td>umba-</td>
<td>umba-</td>
<td>*humba-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Dagur original intervocalic \(*b\) may become the labial element in a diphthong, as in \(saur < *sawar < *sibar ‘mud’, xaur < *(h)ebber ‘horn’\). However, when intervocalic \(*b\) was followed by \(*i\) or \(*r\), plosive \(b\) was retained, as in \(xibil- < *kubil- ‘to change’, tab- < *tašin ‘fifty’\). The distinction between these two developments may be useful for reconstruction purposes, as in the case of Dag \(xaud- < *kabud- (rather than from the alternant \(*kabid-) ‘to swell’, and \(xaβrəɣ < *kabırğa (rather than from the alternant \(*kaburga) ‘rib’\). However, this has to be used with caution. In some words \(-b\)- is preserved unexpectedly, apparently due to secondary

---

\(^{272}\) Initial \(l\) is pronounced [\(uo\)], whether or not there was a \(*b\) in CM.

\(^{273}\) An especially chaotic development is seen in \(*nïlbüsun ‘tears’\).
palatalisation, as in *jeb’i ‘corner of the mouth’, *jib ~ *jib’ ‘rust’ (as if from *jabjipi and *jibibi instead of the CM forms *jabaji and *jebi suggested by other languages).

The incidental development *b > m can be found in several languages (not counting ancient variants such as *kabar ~ *kamar ‘nose’). Examples include Dag kmn ~ *kebi ‘to ruminate’, Dgx samsûga < *sibûge ‘awl’.

4.2.4. Strength/aspiration shifts

In both Eastern Yugur and the Shirongol languages initial *b- tends to become p- when the next syllable starts with a strong consonant, i.e., *t, *č, *k or *s. It is irrelevant whether the initial syllable ends in a vowel or consonant. This is similar to the strengthening phenomena seen in initial *d-, *j-, *g-/*q- discussed below. Although the triggers are the same, there are some points of difference. In the first place the other consonants already had strong counterparts *t-, *č-, *k-/q- in the CM period, whereas *b- did not have a counterpart *p- in initial position. In the second place the development *b- > p- is much more common than the strengthening of the other weak obstruents, which is only a systematic development in Mongghul. The emergence of a previously absent p- is also shared by neighbouring Turkic languages Western Yugur and Salar, which belong to different subgroups. This seems to make this a rare areal feature which does not stem from Chinese or Tibetan. It is not clear in which language the phenomenon originated, but in both Mongolic and Turkic it has the effect of making the consonantism more symmetrical.

Words with the right structure to trigger the appearance of p- include *bagta- ‘to fit’, *basa ‘also’, *batu ‘strong’, *berke ‘difficult’, *botege ‘bird’s crop’, *bucał- ‘to boil’, *buka ‘bull’, *burkan ‘Buddha’, *bute- ‘to finish’). Some of the more widespread cases are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EYu</th>
<th>MgrM</th>
<th>BaoD</th>
<th>Dgx</th>
<th>CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pača-</td>
<td>pušiː冠军</td>
<td>puči-</td>
<td>pği-</td>
<td>*biči- to write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parčaːg</td>
<td>puʃiːg</td>
<td>puʃiːay</td>
<td>puɡa</td>
<td>*burčaːg bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paxiː</td>
<td>piʃiːl-</td>
<td>se</td>
<td>pišie</td>
<td>*büse belt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putiː</td>
<td>puɗiːau</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>poʃie</td>
<td>*biʃiː double handful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putːan</td>
<td>puɗuŋ</td>
<td>putuŋ</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>*biʃiːn whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is by no means a general rule. Especially words with a non-high vowel in the first syllable may retain the weak b-; cf. EYu belče:r ~ *belčier, EYu botagom < *botagan ‘camel foal’, EYu beːjan, BaoÑ beːcan < *bečin ‘monkey’.

274 In the words mentioned here the palatalisation can be explained by the phonetic environment.

275 The implications for the Turkic system are different, as initial *r-, *č-, *k- also developed weak initial counterparts that did not exist earlier.

276 The incidental strengthening of initial *b- found in several Turkic subgroups cannot easily be explained from the phonetic environment, and does not prove that this tendency originates in Turkic.
In Shirongol the strong consonants that gave rise to the p-, tend to be weakened themselves afterwards. This is the rule in Mongghul, but in Mangghuer and Dongxiang weakening is also more common after p- than after other strong initials. In Eastern Yugur this is not necessary, at least in Bolčuluu’s analysis. Weakening of medial *s/*s is possible only in the Monguor languages.

Svantesson’s observation (2005:207) that the strengthening of *b “is not triggered if the distance between it and the causing consonant is more than one short vowel” is partially correct, in that there are no cases of strengthening before an original double or complex vowel. There are however several words like *bagu- ‘to fit’, *burčag ‘pea’, *burkan ‘Buddha’, *bürkü- ‘to cover’ that feature strengthening of *b in spite of the preconsonantal weak consonants. The factor is not whether a strong consonant follows later in the stem, but specifically the next syllable has to start with a strong consonant. One possible reason why strengthening is not as widespread in Shirongol in stems like *bos- ‘to rise’, *bös ‘fabric’, *bars ‘tiger’ is that these were originally monosyllabic; perhaps they developed their present final vowel after strengthening of *b- was largely completed. However, Eastern Yugur did in fact strengthen b- in pös- < *bos- ‘to rise’ and pös < *bös ‘fabric’, and some forms with p- can be found in Shirongol as well.

That strengthening did not occur before long vowels or diphthongs seems to be confirmed by EYu bā:sən, Dgx bösug < *bōesün ‘louse’. However, words of this structure are rare (for *baasun ‘dung’ see below). This in turn suggests that the loss of vowel length occurred after the b > p development was completed.

The first vowel of such words, squeezed between p- and another voiceless consonant, is often devoiced, and in some cases subsequently lost. In the following Baoan words the entire first syllable has been devoiced and subsequently lost:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BaoD</th>
<th>CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sa &lt; *pəsa</td>
<td>*basa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sì &lt; *pişi</td>
<td>*bisi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se &lt; *puse</td>
<td>*büše</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təki &lt; *pətegi</td>
<td>*büttegi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some similar cases exist in other languages, e.g. EYu hčəlğa- < *bučalga- ‘to boil’ (h- remains as a voiceless vestige of the initial syllable), MgrH sūre:- < *bisire- ‘to believe’.

---

277 It is impossible to say how much time elapsed between initial strengthening and medial weakening, but they did not occur simultaneously as the latter is not found systematically in all QG languages.

278 It may also be relevant that the syllables in which strengthening takes place are unaccented, so that monosyllables are automatically excluded from this development. Note that in Dongxiang the added final vowels do not take the accent, e.g. bōi < *bös ‘fabric’.

279 This would mean that the strengthening is no longer active, perhaps with the exception of Mongghul, where the strength patterns are most systematic.
Given that in the CM period *b lacked a counterpart *p-., it is interesting that this development is more common than some of the parallels such as *d- > t- [p*-], * đ- > č- [č²-].

In Mangghuer the same strengthening can be seen in medial b, when this is followed by s of the ending -sUN, as in linkpuši < *nilbusun ‘tear’, gapuši < *kabisun ‘rib’, dapuši < *dabusun ‘salt’. In Mangghuer a -p- may even appear if -m- is followed by -s-, as in čimpuši < *kimbusun ‘nail’, sanpoxog < *sarimsag ‘garlic’. A superficially similar case is EYu pojü:n < *ebčëun ‘chest’, in which the preconsonantal *b secondarily became the initial.\(^{280}\)

Apart from this largely predictable strengthening of *b- there are two other groups of words with p- in Eastern Yugur and Shirongol.

The first group developed p- < *b- in Eastern Yugur, but without the usual conditions, as in pa:s- < *baa:- ‘to defecate’\(^ {281}\), pu:s- < *baa:- ‘to wrap’, pü:re < *bʊere ‘kidney’.\(^{282}\)

In a second group p- appears instead of expected h-, e.g. Kgj puta < *huuta ‘bag’, Kgj putu- < *huta:- ‘to smoke’, EYu pədun (= hodun) < *hodun ‘star’. Normally Eastern Yugur does not even have the reflex f- < *h- preceding rounded vowels. Although it cannot be excluded that these instances of p- are relics from an older stage, it is puzzling why these isolated cases should be preserved. Eastern Yugur and Mongghul pi:le:- ‘to blow’ probably involve an onomatopoeic rather than a phonetic development from *hülle:-.

Postconsonantal -p- in Dagur seems to be completely unrelated to the secondary p’s in the QG languages. As hinted at by Doerfer (1984:75), instances of postconsonantal -p- in Dagur may be relics of the consonant -p- of Proto Mongolic (lost via *h- in initial and intervocalic positions), as in čəlpun ‘Venus’, alpur ‘abundant’, xumpa:- ‘to swim’, xurpa: ‘with everted eyes’. -p- does not appear automatically in words of this structure, cf. Dag nəmb- < *nemb- ‘to cover’, nəmb- < *niibu- ‘to spit’, tarbaq < *tarbagan ‘marmot’. However, as the presence of -p- is not confirmed by other languages, it will only be reflected in the CM reconstructions of these words in this section and the comparative supplement. Elsewhere they will appear as *čəlban, *elbeg, *humba-, *hurba-.\(^ {283}\)

### 4.2.5. Syllable-final developments

At the end of the syllable the Shirongol languages feature a couple of special developments.

\(^{280}\) See below for the similar Eastern Yugur strengthening of g in the -gt- cluster.

\(^{281}\) One may argue that the verb may owe its p- to the derived Eastern Yugur noun pa:sun < *baa-sun ‘excrement’, in which the p- can be explained as being triggered by the following -s-. However, it is not otherwise known that strengthening of *b- is possible before a long vowel.

\(^{282}\) It may not be a coincidence that Western Yugur has (equally inexplicable) p- in the cognate words pojy- < CT *bog- ‘to strangle, tie up’ and peyər < CT *bʊgur ‘kidney’.

\(^{283}\) The -p- in ‘Venus’ is supported by its Turkic cognate. However, CT *körpe ‘newborn lamb’ corresponds to Dag kurb” with -b-. Although only a handful of Dagur words with postconsonantal -p- survive, Mongolic words in Tungusic provide additional evidence.
In noun stems word-final -b is elided in MgrM and Dgx ṣo < *ǰōb ‘correct’. This is likely a Chinese-inspired development. In the verb stem *ab- ‘to take’ the final b was preserved in MgrM apu-, MgrH abu-, Kgj abi- by absorbing the connective vowel into the stem. In Dongxiang *ab- was replaced by the inexplicable form agi. Unfortunately *ǰōb and *ab- are the only two stems with word-final *b which are reasonably widespread in the QG languages.

In Dongxiang, preconsonantal *b follows the same route as word-final *b. It is lost without a trace in *cabči- ‘to chop’, *nabči- ‘leaf’, *tobči- ‘button’. An exception may be Dgx anśie < CM *ebsie- ‘to yawn’. This development can perhaps be explained by means of an intermediate form *emsie-, which may have a parallel in Dgx dąŋsəŋ from CM *dabusun ‘salt’, perhaps through intermediate stages *dabsun > *damsun).

In Mongghul, preconsonantal *b may remain unchanged, but it will often be replaced by s, ş preceding sibilants or affricates in words like tebʒə ~ tešʒə < *tobči- ‘button’ (cf. also *ebçeün ‘chest’, *ǰabka- ‘to lose’. There are many free variants between these solutions.

In Mangghuer, preconsonantal *b tends to be replaced by -ġ-, as in lağiči < *nabči- ‘leaf’, taği < *tobči- ‘button’. In Kangjia there are some forms with *b > sibilant as in Mongghul, e.g. Kgj laşiţə ~ laɾcə < *nabči-, Kgj işiţə ~ iɾcə < *ebćeün ‘chest’, thus deviating from both Baoan and Dongxiang. These changes can not be explained as Chinese-inspired since a change b > g or into a sibilant does not result in a more acceptable word structure.

In Mongghul, preconsonantal b occasionally triggers the appearance of a secondary labialisation after a -bk- cluster, e.g. Mongghul (Narin Guol) čuğa: < *ǰabka- ‘to lose’. This phenomenon is also found in Ordos and Amdo Tibetan.

4.3. Development of CM *d and *t

4.3.1. Default (non-shift)

Weak *d occurs in all positions:
Initial: *dabusun ‘salt’, *daun ‘sound’, *dere ‘pillow’, *dogal- ‘to limp’, *düüre-‘to fill’.
Intervocalic: *eվədun ‘door’, *kadu- ‘to harvest’, *kedün ‘how much’, *sidün ‘tooth’, *tüdür ‘day’.
Postconsonantal: *dʊmda ‘middles’, *ebde- ‘to destroy’, *hʊndʊr ‘high’, *köldre-‘to freeze’, *kündü ‘heavy’.

284 It is probably an altered form of *ab-, inspired by the Dgx verbs derived from Chinese stems by means of *ki- ‘to do’.
285 CM-b was not a very common final consonant, but other (nominal) stems existed, e.g. *eb ‘peace’, *jub ‘interval’, *kob ‘gossip’, *sub ‘otter’.
286 See Nugteren forthcoming.
287 Similar cases, but with the preceding *b not actually in preconsonantal position, are EYu yawʒ̥uər < *yabogoar ‘on foot’, BaoGt suč < *bišə ‘belt’.

Strong *t occurs in all syllable-initial positions:
Initial: *taa- ‘to guess’, *tasura- ‘to break’, *teberi- ‘to embrace’, *tobčï ‘button’, *tülien “firewood”.
Intervocalic: *butara- ‘to fall apart’, *kötel- ‘to lead by the hand’, *küiten ‘cold’, *metü “like”, *sïta- ‘to catch fire’.

The default development of *d and *t is to leave them unchanged. Final and preconsonantal *d is often changed in several Shirongol languages.

4.3.2. Shifts in the place of articulation

In Dongxiang *d and *t have become alveolopalatal affricates ž and č when followed by the vowel *e, which in Dongxiang often resulted in a diphthong that palatalises preceding dentals *d and *t. Cf. žiausï- < *debis- ‘to spread’, žien < *deel ‘garment’, čiemu < *temür ‘iron’, čiauruf < *teriün ‘head’, also medially: funžie- < *hülde- ‘to expel’, tžie- < *ide- ‘to eat’, ociau < *ötegü ‘old’. This palatalisation has also befallen *s in similar contexts (see below). Among the words affected by this change there are also several with original *ö, which apparently merged with *e, in some cases quite early, as in *dörben ‘four’. In Dongxiang this development was carried through quite consistently, so that the few words that escaped it, such as *tere ‘that’, *eded ‘now’, really stand out.

In Kangjia there are only some isolated cases in which the dental plosive has become a palatal fricative, e.g. čil < *tülien ‘firewood’, čim < *temür ‘iron’. Some irregular cases are shared by several Baoanic dialects. CM *gedesün ‘intestines’ was apparently palatalised into a form *gešesün at an early stage, so that Dongxiang displays a retroflex affricate in this word rather than the alveolopalatal affricate. Similarly *tefje- ‘to feed’ has developed in Baoan and Kangjia as if it were *čejeie-.  

---

288 Unlike the palatalisation of *s > š, Mangghuer does not share the palatalisation of the dental stops with Dongxiang.
289 That this unrounding took place early at least in some words is suggested by its occurrence in other Shirongol languages, as in *dörben, but in case of *sölsün ‘gall bladder’ it is only found in Baoanic, cf. also *seul ‘tail’.
290 The palatalisation is reminiscent of the change dli > jli that took place in prehistoric Mongolic. However these ‘early secondary’ /j and č, like primary *j and *č, have shifted in Dongxiang to a retroflex articulation, so that the old and new palatals did not merge.
291 A relationship with Ordos čide- ‘id’ seems less likely.
4.3.3. Strength/aspiration shifts

Initial *d- may be strengthened to t- when the next syllable starts with a strong consonant. This development is most consistent in Mongghul in words such as tagur < *dabkur ‘layer’, tobde- < *debei- ‘to soak’, təziin < *dočin ‘forty’, tada- < *dutaa- ‘to lack’. Also typical for Mongghul is the subsequent weakening of the medial strong consonant. In the other languages it can be found occasionally, as in MgrM tada- (~ cida-) < *dutaa- ‘to flee’, Dgx tudoro (~ sudoro) < *dotara ‘inside’. The alternants in brackets are indicative of the shared aversion of the QG languages for certain homorganic consonant sequences (see below).

Outside Mongghul there are also cases in which original initial *t- is weakened (dissimilated) when a strong consonant follows, as in BaoÑ dobći < *tobći ‘button’, BaoÑ debšan, Kgj dešo, EYu dogšün < *tubsin ‘level’. EYu dayqa < *takta ‘chicken’, EYu dáko- < *takta- ‘to sacrifice’, Dgx tosʊŋ ~ dʊsʊŋ < *tosun ‘fat’.

Medially there is a tendency to weaken *t to -d-. This, too, occurs most systematically in Mongghul, at least when the initial consonant is strong, secondarily strengthened, or a consonant without strong counterpart so that it cannot be strengthened. In Mangghuer, Baoan, Kangjia, and Dongxiang, -d- and -t- are mostly distinguished as in CM. In Eastern Yugur the descriptions disagree: Bolčuluu suggests medial -t- generally keeps its strength, whereas according to Junast it is generally weakened to -d-.

Non-initial strengthening by following -s- may be the reason for alternations d ~ t in words such as *gedesün ‘bowels’, *gadasun ‘stake’, *gudasun ‘boots’, *baidasun ‘mare’. Interestingly the forms with -t- are found both in the Northeast (Dagur, Khamnigan, Burut) and in the West, where the Muqaddimat form getesün may represent the first step towards the reduced form *gessün from which the Kalmuck and Moghol forms derive. In Ganhetan Baoan, Kalmuck-like reductions are developing independently in this set of words.

Unexpected medial strengthening occurs in Shirongol in a number of nouns, of which the following are the most widespread cases:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MgrM</th>
<th>BaoÑ</th>
<th>Kgj</th>
<th>Dgx</th>
<th>CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>motu</td>
<td>motoŋ</td>
<td>mʊrtʊn</td>
<td>mutuŋ</td>
<td>*modʊn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xotu</td>
<td>hoːtan</td>
<td>fʊto ~ hʊto</td>
<td>xʊduŋ</td>
<td>*hʊdʊn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šiadur</td>
<td>sɨːtər</td>
<td>sʊtʊr</td>
<td>šiauʃjε</td>
<td>*sɛːʊder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unexpected strengthening also occurs in some verbs in which an originally stem-final -d ended up in intervocalic position in Mangghuer, Dongxiang, and often in Baoan.

---

292 However, the -s- is also present in Dag gat ‘stake’, Bur gutal ‘boots’ which lack the suffix -sUn of the alternative forms Dag gats и Bur gutaβan.

293 Mongghul does not share this feature, but it may have had it earlier and lost it recently due to its tendency to weaken medial consonants.
This development in the verbs is also found in Moghol *ebāt-*na ‘is ill’, *delat-*na ‘hits’, *not-*na ‘dances’ from *ebed-* *deled-* *naad-. There is no obvious trigger for strengthening in these nouns and verbs, and they may be two unrelated phenomena. In the verbs it may have played a role that the verb stems are often followed by suffixes with strong consonants, such as future -kU, perfect -gšAn (Shirongol -san) and habitual -gčl (Shirongol -čin).

Strengthening of preconsonantal *d* may happen after the cluster is dissolved, as in Dgx očiŋag < *očdken ‘thick’.

Words starting with *tv- or *dv-* display special developments in QG languages, e.g. *tata- ‘to pull’: EYu hta-, MgrH toda- ~ čida-, MgrM tida- ~ čida-, BaoN sda- ~ hta-, Kgj sta- ~ sda- ~ sīa-. Dgx sda-, sida- ~ čida-. Words starting with *tvI* (which partly stem from *dvI*) were most consistently adapted by Eastern Yugur, by replacing the first dental by ŋ (as in the sequence kVk, see below). While the tendency for the assimilation *dvI > tvI* is already evident in MMo296, this last EYu stage may be a very recent development, as Potanin and Malov still mention the tendency for the assimilation *tvI > tvTw* due to the general neutralisation of strength in syllable-final plosives.

Other peculiar developments may occur in words in which *t- is followed by -s-, as in *turasra- ‘to break’: MgrM tašir- ~ čišir-, BaoD zar-, Kgj čira- ~ cra-, Dgx čira- ~ sira-. Cf. also *tasma ‘thong’, *tisır- ‘to pour’.

4.3.4. Syllable-final developments

Only few nouns with word-final *-d* happen to survive in the peripheral languages, and none occur in all of them. Examples are *ed ‘goods’, *kεid ‘temple’, *kitađ ‘Chinese’, *subad ‘pearl’, *tobed ‘Tibetan’. *hōd ‘larva’ is disyllabic in most languages. As mentioned above, the final *-d* of verbs has mostly become intervocalic in Shirongol.

In Dagur, final -d has become -r, as can be seen in derived forms such as bolɔr < *boluad ‘and’ (the perfect converb of *bol-), distributive numerals in -Ad such as xarba:Ya:r ‘ten each’, and the plural suffix -r.297 In verb stems -d is retained.

In Eastern Yugur -d was preserved as such in both nouns and verbs.

---

294 This development is not found in all verbs of this structure, and not consistently in all dialects. For instance *cαd- ‘to be satiated’, *od- ‘to go’, and *soged- ‘to kneel’ lack it.
295 Alternatively it may postulated that these verbs originally had -i, and only appear with -d due to the general neutralisation of strength in syllable-final plosives.
296 The occasional development *tvI > tvTw* can be found both in Sino-Mongolic and Arabo-Mongolic sources, see *dotara ‘inside’, *duta- ‘to lack’, *dutas- ‘to flee’.
297 Phonetically any Dagur plural in -r could also reflect the suffix *-s-, but it is found on stems which traditionally take *-d.
Mongghul has preserved -d or developed -r, which also occurs in Nantoq Baoan and Kangjia, cf. MgrH čidar < *kitad ‘Chinese’, Kgj tor ~ tur < *töbed ‘Tibetan’. MgrM tiebie ‘Tibetan’ lost the -d altogether, probably via -r.

Dongxiang preserved -d by means of an epenthetic vowel in the petrified plural possdu < *busu.d ‘others’.

As shown above verbs in *-d often preserved their final consonant in Shirongol by means of an epenthetic vowel. The added vowel tends to be u, suggesting that it is the connective vowel inserted between the stem and some suffixes which was reinterpreted as part of the stem. In Baoan and Kangjia some of these verbs have forms or variants with -r, especially in inflected forms, see *čad- ‘to be satiated’, *naad- ‘to play’, *od- ‘to go’.

Preconsonantal -d- is treated similarly. It becomes -r- in Dagur, remains unaltered in Eastern Yugur, and tends to be preserved by means of an epenthetic vowel in Shirongol. This can be illustrated by means of *ödken ‘dense’: Dag urkun, EYu hʉtgw en, hödgön, MgrH şdogo:n, MgrM š(i)digen, BaoD dəgaŋ, Kgj dagɔ ʒïgɔ, Dgx oćiğaŋ. See also *hedke- ‘to cut’, *ødme- ‘bread’.

4.4. Development of CM *ǰ and *č

4.4.1. Default (non-shift)

Both *ǰ and *č are limited to syllable-initial positions. The original syllable-final affricates probably developed into *s/sh, which are dealt with below.

Weak *ǰ occurs in all syllable-initial positions:

Strong *č occurs in all syllable-initial positions:

298 Sometimes another vowel appears instead, as in Dgx śiaʃje- < *söged- ‘to kneel’.
299 In Bolcůlů’s notation preconsonantal *d may take over the strength of the following *č.
300 In some words Baoan and Kangjia used metathesis, apparently to attain a more tolerable structure, as in BaoX čigtar < *čidkör ‘demon’, BaoÑ sɒɡe-, Kgj sỳŞe- < *sɛdki- ‘to think’.
4.4.2. Shifts in the place of articulation

Compared to the three literary central Mongolic languages, the first striking thing in the peripheral languages is that the *ǰ and *č did not split into palatal ğ and č and depalatalised apical affricates ż and c. However, under the influence of Chinese and/or Tibetan, many QG languages have by now developed two or three sets of affricates. Modern ż and c as they appear in QG are unrelated to the same sounds in Khalkha, but are normally associated with *s and will be dealt with below. Apart from ż and c most languages have a retroflex set ƺ and c and an alveopalatal set ż and c. Note also the parallel development (split) of *š.

The degree and manner of incorporation of the foreign pronunciations differs from language to language, showing that they were adopted relatively recently. In Mongghul *ǰ and *č were generally shifted towards ż and c, with only a couple of exceptions. In Baowan ǰ and č are also the normal reflex of *ǰ and *č. In Dongxiang the retroflexes ż and c are the default reflexes of *ǰ and *č, whereas Dongxiang ǯ and č are the result of modern palatalisations of *d and *t (see above). The situation in Mangghuer is less orderly; both the retroflexes and the alveopalatals are used in native words with *ǰ and *č. The alveopalatals are less frequent, and seem to be favoured preceding the vowel i, as in ěi < *čii ‘you’, čiźiġ < *čečeg ‘flower’, but not obligatory, cf. ġi- < *ǰi- ‘to stretch’.

Eastern Yugur and Kangjia have a single set ǰ and č in native words.301 Mongghul č can also go back to *k followed by *i/*i*. Mangghuer č and ż both can also stem from *k before *i/*i* (see below).

4.4.3. Strength/aspiration shifts

Initial strengthening occurs systematically in Mongghul, as in čiŋa < *ǰaba ‘to lose’, čabsar < *jabsar ‘interval’, čugu- < *jokë ‘to fit’. Examples in other QG languages include MgrM čućiŋ < *joč ‘guest’, and EYu čosa- < *jasa- ‘to make’, čüsə < *jiši ‘to cut’. Accompanying (that is, subsequent) medial weakening is only systematic in Mongghul.

In most QG languages there are also some unexpected developments in the opposite direction, i.e. Ordos-type weakening of initial *č- due to (or in spite of) a following strong consonant, as in EYu jaβčə-< *čabči ‘to chop’, EYu jaŋçaqai < *čarčaakai ‘grasshopper’, EYu jasən ~ časən, Dgx časun ~ časun < *časun ‘snow’.

4.4.4. *y- instead of *ǰ-

Mongolic words with initial *ǰ- often correspond to *y- in Turkic cognates. Words that should have had an initial affricate but instead appear with y- in Shirongol languages may be explained either as relatively recent Turkic borrowings, or as

---

301 The few alveolopalatalts in native words such as EYu ża:n < *jayaan ‘fate’ are marginal and not due to Chinese influence. In this case the ż- seems to be due to the collapse of the unaccented first syllable, so that the ż- palatalised the *ǰ-.
archaisms. Words with y- in one or more Shirongol languages, like *ǰančï-‘to pound’ and *ǰarïm-‘half’ could belong to either category. However, some of the affected words lack an ancient Turkic cognate, e.g. *ǰabka- ‘to get lost’, *ǰasa- ‘to make’. These cases of y- may be archaisms. If so, they might stem from prehistoric times, as these words are documented with *j- in Middle Mongol.

4.4.5. Deaffrication of *č

In a number of words, *č has become š in Dagur, without an obvious reason. However, for some of the affected lexemes a Manchu equivalent with š- exists, giving rise to the usual question whether Dagur owes this feature to Manchu or vice versa. Examples: šanə- < *čïna- ‘to cook’, šad- < *čïna- ‘can’, šar- < *čïrï ‘face’, ši: < *čï ‘you’, šimay < *čimegen ‘narrow’, šil- < *čiñe- ‘to feel numb’, nurš- < *nögičï- ‘to pass’, šidor- < *čidïr ‘hobble’, šurkul < *čiḏïr ‘demon’.

In QG deaffrication may occur in secondarily preconsonantal *č, as in EYu šda- < *čïda- ‘to be able’.302 BaoN någŋ < *ničïgïn ‘naked’.

4.5. Development of CM *g and *k

4.5.1. Default (non-shift)

Weak *g occurs in all positions:
Preconsonantal: *bagta- ‘to fit into’, *nogta ‘halter’, *nögičï- ‘to pass’, *sogta- ‘to be drunk’, *tiqtee- ‘to pull out’.

Strong *k occurs in all syllable-initial positions:

The CM guttural stops underwent a split into velar pronunciations *g *k and uvular pronunciations *ğ *q depending on the vocalic environment. The consequences of this split, which already took place prehistorically, are still present in all QG languages. The velars and uvulars have phonemic status in Shirongol and in Eastern

---

302 In this auxiliary verb even Moghol shows deaffrication.
Yugur. Apart from the limited development *ki > či in the Monguor languages, most later changes involve fricativisation or changes in consonant strength, and related devoicing phenomena.

Default development of initial *g and *k:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*g(a)</th>
<th>*g(e)</th>
<th>*g(i)</th>
<th>*g(ï)</th>
<th>*k(a)</th>
<th>*k(e)</th>
<th>*k(ï)</th>
<th>*k(ï)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dag</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>k/x</td>
<td>k/x</td>
<td>k/x</td>
<td>k/x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYu</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>q/x</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>q/x</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgrH</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>ċ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgrM</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>ċ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaoD</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaoN</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kgj</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dgx</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As in Kalmuck and Ordos, uvular q- has become a fricative in several peripheral languages, while velar k- remained a plosive. In Eastern Yugur x- tends to appear when a voiced consonant (or no consonant) follows, and q- elsewhere. In Dagur, both *k and *q may result in either k- or x-, without a predictable system, but also apparently without free variation.

In Mongghul and Mangghuer both *ka- and *ha- resulted in xa-. However, only the x- that stems from *h- further developed into Mongghul f- when followed by rounded vowels. This indicates that the fricativisation of uvular *q- took place after the development *h- > x- (> f-) had mostly been completed. The development of *k- > *x- > f- is only rarely seen, as in faγ < xγar ‘fertilizer’ < *kog (cf. MgrM qo).

303 In Eastern Yugur the phoneme status in native words is somewhat weaker when Bolčuluu’s analysis is followed, as he distinguishes a greater variety of vowels. In Junast’s materials o and u also partly merged with their harmonic counterparts. Svantesson et al. (2005:151) chose to subsume q under /k/ and both ģ and ġ under /kl/.

304 This can perhaps be ascribed largely to the Dagurs’ history as multilinguals in several languages that have a large part of their vocabulary in common. This has also led to etymological doublets such as xar ‘black (general term)’ and kara: ‘black (of a horse’s coat)’.

305 Examples include qaγar < *sargar < *sargal ‘dried dung’, qarγa < *sarga < *halagan ‘palm of the hand’, qaγsar < *sigosar < *hokar ‘short’. This at least demonstrates that there has been a period of confusion. However, most *h-words retain x- rather than q- in modern Mangghuer.

306 Another example is BaoN fula ‘bottle’ from Chinese húlu ‘gourd’. Cf. also the secondary f- in Mongghul furγaj.la- ‘to protect’ < Amdo hroŋ-, cf. lit. Tib. srug-.
4.5.2. Shifts in the place of articulation

A typical feature of the Monguor languages is the development of CM *kʰ/*kʷ > ĝ in words such as MgrH čimuŋ, MgrM čimpzyi < *kimusun ‘nail’307; cf. also *kʰilɔrk ‘easy’, *kʰirγa ‘to shave’, *kʰirγul ‘pheasant’, *kʰiŋad ‘Chinese’, *kʰiŋu ‘knife’, *kʰiursun ‘nit’; *kʰirə ‘edge’, *kʰirə ‘saw’. However, this shift did not occur in all words where it was expected. It did not affect *kʰi- ‘to do’, *kʰiʃa ‘edge’, *kʰiʃu- ‘to scrape’. And although there are cases such as MgrH čiʃirma: < *kʰakirmia ‘iris’, fuʒan < *oŋkin (~ *oŋkèn) ‘girl’, there are few non-initial examples.308 In many words *k has resulted in weak -g- which did not become palatalized, including the following: *aʃki ‘lungs’, *ćakirm ‘lightning’, *ćiki- ‘stuff’, *ćiŋin ‘ear’, *coki- ‘to peck’, *daaki ‘lumpy hair’, *joki- ‘to suit’, *akur ‘to wait’, *muʃki- ‘to twist’, *geʃki- ‘to trample’, *hekin ‘brain’, *sedki ‘mind’, *tılıki- ‘to push’.

One would expect a parallelism between the weak and strong counterparts, but it is not entirely clear whether *gilgi also became ĝi-. Some of the alleged examples are not very convincing, as they are of an onomatopoeic nature. MgrH ʒilo:n ‘shiny’ does not count as evidence for the Mongghul development, as it derives from a root that shows an alternation *g- ~ *j- throughout Mongolic. Non-initial g was often preserved, as in gurγi < *gorgi ‘hook’, ʒangəda- < *jangid- ‘to tie a knot’, sungunɔɡ < *songina ‘onion’. If the sequence *gilgi- did not, or not generally, become ĝi-, we can assume in the abovementioned cases that k had been weakened to g before it could become ĝ-. This suggests that the development *kʰilɔrk- ĝi- may be quite late, at least after the weakening of medial -k- in these words. Mangghuer does not have the same strong tendency to weaken the strong stops in medial position, but lacks the development k > ĝ in intervocalic position as well. The initial consonant of *kʰi- ‘to do’, *kʰiʃa ‘edge’ was also weakened, which may be the reason why it escaped palatalisation.

In the other Shirongol languages there are some isolated cases of palatalisation of *k. In Dongxiang the only examples in Mongolic words are čiru < *kʰirə ‘saw’, daći < *daaki ‘matted wool’, and očin < *oŋkin ‘girl’.309 The latter also has forms with palatal affricates in some Baoan dialects. Another example is BaoGt rćia < *araʃki ‘liquor’. Unless interdialectal borrowing is assumed, these exceptions cannot be explained.

The Baoanic languages as well as Eastern Yugur tend to have an uvular consonant in words that had *kʰi, and a velar consonant in those that had *kʰi, but the difference between the vowels themselves has disappeared, and today they are both generally represented by a. Only in Dongxiang the pronunciation i can be seen after

---

307 In Mangghuer the alveopalatal ĝ- may further develop into retroflex чреж- This development seems to be due to a change in the following vowel, cf. čaibai < *kirbei ‘side’, čubar < *kʰilɔrk ‘easy’, as opposed to čidoɡo < *kʰiŋu ‘knife’, čiru < *kʰirə ‘saw’.

308 The following correspondences are less certain as they seem to be of onomatopoeic origin: Mongghul puʃirə-, possibly < *burkiɾə- ‘to belch forth (water, steam, smoke)’, xaʃirə-, possibly < *kaŋkəɾa- ‘to expectorate’, xoʃirə-, possibly < *korkəɾa- ‘to sneeze, grunt’.
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This is another illustration of the varying quality of *i through different periods and areas. In Proto Monguoric it probably merged with *u, or at least it was itself palatal enough to trigger the development k > ĉ. It can not be established whether *i had merged with *u in Proto Baoanic and ‘Proto Yugur’, or whether it had developed a uvular i-like pronunciation. Dongxiang may have developed its i relatively recently.

Minor articulation shifts can be seen in Kangjia, Dongxiang, and Eastern Yugur. In Kangjia many words have velars in historically back-vocalic stems, e.g. guru < *kurun ‘finger’, gimesun < *kimusun ‘nail’. The opposite can occasionally be found in Dongxiang, e.g. qaŋ < *kuregen ‘son-in-law’, qïŋ < *qëskur ‘stairs’, and Mangghuer, e.g. qur < *köl ‘foot’. According to Bolčuluu, the expected uvular ĝ is automatically replaced by velar g in Eastern Yugur when it precedes s, Ĝ, t, l, as in aqgo (< *aqgo) < *agsu ‘to borrow’, qagça (< *gagça) < *gacça ‘alone’, aqta (< *aqta) < *qal ‘stallion’, bagla- (< *bagla) < *bagla- ‘to bind’.

4.5.3. Strength/aspiration shifts

There are several phenomena related to weakening and strengthening in Eastern Yugur and Shirongol. Many dialects have instances of Mongghul-type initial strengthening of *g- as well as Ordos-type initial weakening of *k-. Not all of these developments are predictable, and there are many cases of disagreement even between closely related dialects.

Initial strengthening is most common in Mongghul, as in MgrH xoʒ < *gučïn ‘thirty’, keŋ < *gesiün ‘branch’, but can also be found in the other QG languages in words such as Dgx qïŋ < *gakat ‘pig’, EYu gacça < *gacça ‘alone’, BaoD ṣqïŋ < *gasïun ‘bitter’. Instead of the default ĝ-, strong q- or x- will appear in back-vocalic stems, depending on the language. In front-vocalic stems, k- will appear instead of default ĝ-. An interesting case of initial strengthening is MgrH kudu, BaoD kœ < *gert ‘at home’, which is originally just the dative-locative of *ger ‘house’.

Initial weakening under the influence of a medial weak consonant is shared by Eastern Yugur and Shirongol in a considerable number of words. Most of these have a second syllable starting with *d or *j, such as *kada- ‘to nail’, *kadaa- ‘bit’, *kadu- ‘to harvest’, *kaj- ‘to bite’, *kødel- ‘to move’, *køndelen ‘horizontal’, *køńfil ‘blanket’, *kurdu ‘quick’, *kürje(g) ‘spade’, *kïjïjn ‘neck’. Other words feature weakening in the same set of languages, but for unknown reasons, e.g. *kee- ‘to say’, *ki- ‘to do’, *koar ‘two’.

311 In both of these sets the weakening must have taken place early, as they are also found in Mongghul, where the original structure

---

310 Some analyses of Dongxiang distinguish separate vowel phonemes ï and i. When a phoneme i is recognized, this has consequences for the phoneme status of q and ĝ, as well as the sibilants.

311 There are some possible arguments. *kee- ‘to say’ is usually found at the end of quoted statements, cf. the irregular voicing in Turkic of te:- ‘to say’ which has the same functions. *ki- ‘to do’ is often used as an (unstressed) verbalizer. *koar ‘two’ may have been influenced by *gorban ‘three’; *korïn ‘twenty’ does not have initial weakening.
of these words (strong initial, weak consonant starting the second syllable) is considered ideal.

In Baoanic, initial weakening is even more frequent, and usually occurs in words in which \(^k\) is followed by a weak consonant: \(^*\)kimasun ‘nail’, \(^*\)kai ‘sheath’, \(^*\)kunu ‘finger’. The initial weakening in Kgi guřgai < \(^*\)korakai ‘insect’, gulgai < \(^*\)kulačai ‘thief’, guřgun < \(^*\)kuručai ‘lamb’ stems from the fact that the intermediate forms \(^*\)korgai, \(^*\)kulgaï, \(^*\)kurgan had lost their middle vowel, so that the medial -g- came into a position from which it could weaken the initial.

However, many other words without strong consonants have retained their initial \(^*\)k in Eastern Yugur and all of Shirongol, including \(^*\)kabar ‘nose’, \(^*\)kalaun ‘hot’, \(^*\)kanïa- ‘to cough’, \(^*\)kara ‘black’, \(^*\)kelen ‘tongue’, \(^*\)ken ‘who’, \(^*\)kün ‘person’. Although there is no obvious explanation for the different development of these groups, the fact that the same words behave similarly in several languages shows the ‘choice’ of initial may have a certain antiquity.

Baoanic further developed strong initials in \(^*\)gal ‘fire’, \(^*\)gar ‘hand’, and \(^*\)gar- ‘to exit’ (cf. Kgi ĝar, ĝar, ĝar- as opposed to EYu ĝal, ĝar, ĝar-). The reason for this is unknown.\[312\]

Eastern Yugur has both initial strengthening and the reverse, Ordos-type dissimilatory weakening preceding a strong consonant, as in ĝatu: < \(^*\)katau ‘hard’, gebte- < \(^*\)kebte- ‘to lie down’, göbčo < \(^*\)kobči ‘bowstring’. The same development can occasionally be seen elsewhere, as in BaoÑ gošan < \(^*\)kossun ‘beak’. This type of weakening did not take place in words with a double or complex vowel such as \(^*\)kaucin ‘old’, \(^*\)koasun ‘dry’, \(^*\)koisun ‘navel’, \(^*\)koten ‘cold’, probably because dissimilation is less urgent given the greater distance between the two strong consonants. Svantesson et al. (2005:206) made the same observation for weakening in Chakhar.

As in the case of \(^*\)VT, the homorganic consonant sequence \(^*\)KV receives a special treatment in Eastern Yugur. It is dissimilated, resulting in forms like hkö < \(^*\)köxe ‘blue’, hki:r < \(^*\)kökur ‘snuffbottle’, hga- < \(^*\)kaka- ‘to choke’.

Preaspiration of intervocalic k (and q), alternating with, instead of, or in addition to postaspiration, is common in Eastern Yugur, with some erratic parallels in the Baoanic languages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EYu</th>
<th>BaoÑ</th>
<th>Kgi</th>
<th>Dgx</th>
<th>CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dayqa</td>
<td>tça</td>
<td>taça/tça/tça</td>
<td>ťega, ťixga</td>
<td>*takia  chicken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nökär</td>
<td>nokor, nöggor</td>
<td>nöŋgü</td>
<td>nokie</td>
<td>*nöker  friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nökön, nöööö</td>
<td>nokaug</td>
<td>nüŋgü(n)</td>
<td>nokie(n)</td>
<td>*nüken  hole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hgor</td>
<td>okor ~ oŋgor</td>
<td>gor</td>
<td>fugie</td>
<td>*hüker  bovine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qayqai</td>
<td>gagai</td>
<td>gagai ~ gagai</td>
<td>qiçi, qiçi</td>
<td>*gakaï  pig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noqai</td>
<td>noqai, noqai</td>
<td>nuŋ gái</td>
<td>noqai</td>
<td>*nokaï  dog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hkon</td>
<td>okøy</td>
<td>išgi</td>
<td>očín</td>
<td>*ökin  girl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[312\] In the case of \(^*\)gar- it could be argued that the strengthening is due to the many verbal flection suffixes starting with a strong consonant. Cf. the development of \(^*\)ög- ‘to give’ and \(^*\)ab- ‘to take’ in Mangghuer. However, this does not account for \(^*\)gar and \(^*\)gal.
Many of the same words also have preaspirated -k- or -q- in Western Yugur, both in native words e.g. *takṣu < CT *takṣu ‘chicken’ (cognate to CM *takṣu), and in borrowings, e.g. *akṣi ‘friend’ from Mongolic. In Eastern Yugur a much larger set of words is recorded with preaspirated k/q. It is noteworthy that many cases thus recorded by Junast are listed by Bolčuluu with (post)aspirated k/q instead, as in (Junast) *xorči < (Bolčuluu) *xorγχi < *xorγai ‘insect’. See also *čarkaï ‘grassembler’, *mikæn ‘meat’, *muker ‘blunt’, *saikæn ‘beautiful’, *tβγæ < *raw<134> In fact both authors may have heard pre- and postaspirated sequences [*k’i] and [*q’i]; at any rate the exact realisation has little relevance for the diachronic considerations.

The absence of (recorded) preaspiration in intervocalic -t- or -č-, both in Eastern Yugur and in Shirongol, may have to do with the fact that aspiration is most clearly heard near the velars and uvulars.

As can be seen in some of the examples above, the Shirongol languages often weaken intervocalic *k/q to g and g. Uvular -q- may become a fricative ɣ. Medial weakening is not universal, and the exceptions are often inexplicable.

In Mongghul -k- at the beginning of the second syllable was weakened in words with a strong initial consonant, thus creating the pattern preferred by Mongghul. The initial consonant in such words may be primarily strong, as in kago < *köke ‘blue’, or the strength of the *-k- could be transferred to the initial consonant, as in čungu- < *joki- ‘to suit’. If the initial consonant is not strong or strengthenable, the *-k- has remained strong, as in maxa < *mikan ‘meat’, noγka < *nokker ‘friend’, noγuai < *nokai ‘dog’. Weakening also occurs when the first vowel is lost, thus moving intervocalic -k- into a postconsonantal position, as in sgør < *sakki- ‘to wait’.

Baoan tends to neutralise the distinction between -g- and -k- in medial positions, at least in words that lack other strong consonants, cf. Bao GT noγuai < *mogai ‘snake’, noγui < *nokai ‘dog’. However, the preservation of strong -k-, and the strengthening of -g-, seem to be enabled by certain environments, notably strong consonants earlier in the word, as in BaoD tza < *takia ‘chicken’, BaoN sogor < *sokari ‘blind’, BaoD tzaγ < *tögaan ‘pot’, BaoN šike < *sibüge ‘awl’, BaoN čiγ < *ciγaan ‘white’. Other cases of strengthening are due to a strong consonant colliding with the *g after the loss of a vowel, as in majši < *margasi ‘tomorrow’.

In Kangjia we see the same neutralisation as in Baoan, at least in originally back-vocalic stems, cf. muγuai < *mogai ‘snake’, muγui < *nokai ‘dog’, tuγu < *tugul ‘call’, tuγu- < *toku- ‘to saddle’. In front-vocalic stems Kangjia tends to preserve some medial *k’s that were lost in its relatives, e.g. kuku as opposed to BaoN kugu, Dgx kugie < *köke ‘blue’.

Medial strengthening occasionally occurs in the Monguor languages as well, as in MgrH xkorγag < *ingarγag ‘puckadder’, MgrM eγkag < *engγača ‘trough’, in which the strength was apparently transferred from the initial consonant of the third syllable. There are some similar cases in Kangjia, e.g. akæçi < *egeçi ‘elder sister’.

---

313 In Western Yugur the phenomenon is not restricted to the gutturals (see Roos 2000:32). The same applies to Salar, where similar phenomena exist (see Dwyer 2007:188).

314 *-k- is also attested in the ultimately foreign words *araki ‘liquor’ and *tamaki ‘tobacco’.
Two odd cases of strengthening of preconsonantal *g by a following consonant can be found in EYu qutul- < *hogtal- ‘to fell’ and kute- < *ügtee- ‘to pull out’ (comparable to psjū:n < *ebceün ‘chest’ above).

Unexplained cases of medial strengthening in Shirongol include MgrH da:xa, BaoD dayaŋ < *duagan ‘foal’, MgrM turxa, BaoGt talxa < *tulga ‘pillar’, Dgx nijkien < *nimgen ‘flimsy’.

Although Mongghul, Mangghuer, and the Baoan dialects feature similar developments with regard to consonant strength, individual words often develop differently because the precise rules are not identical. In Baoan an initial strong consonant is likely to keep an intervocalic *-k strong, and is even able to strengthen intervocalic *-g-, but in Mongghul the same circumstances automatically lead to weakening of the *-k-. More research is required in order to establish the rules in more detail.

In Dongxiang, due to the above and other developments, the reflexes of medial *k and *g are quite unpredictable. Both may appear as a plosive or fricative, or disappear altogether. The Dongxiang uvular fricative also occurs in historically front-vocalic words. The variety of reflexes can be illustrated by means of the following words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CM</th>
<th>Dongxiang</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>velar *k-</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>həbəği &lt; *herbekei ‘butterfly’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
<td>sugie &lt; *süke ‘axe’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td>ekie &lt; *eke ‘mother’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w ~ Ø</td>
<td>išieku ~ išiwe ~ išiau &lt; *idekă ‘food’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ĉ</td>
<td>očin &lt; *ökin ‘girl’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velar *g-</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>čuņaŋ &lt; *ćimegen ‘marrow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
<td>şąngien ~ šinjien &lt; *singen ‘thin’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td>nijkien &lt; *nimgen ‘flimsy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w ~ Ø</td>
<td>ui &lt; *tigei ‘not there’; očiau &lt; *öteglii ‘old man’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velar *k- or *g-</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>nie &lt; *niken or *nigen ‘one’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvular *q</td>
<td>ĝ</td>
<td>mığa &lt; *miğan ‘meat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>q</td>
<td>čiŋon &lt; *ćikin ‘ear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>qoq &lt; *hokar ‘short’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>baær ‘money’ &lt; Turke *bakır (*baqır) ‘copper’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvular *ğ</td>
<td>ĝ</td>
<td>iğa &lt; *ayaga ‘bowl’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ġ</td>
<td>čiğan &lt; *ćagaan ‘white’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

315 Probably as a consequence of the development of *-kU, originally the future participle, the suffix *-kULŋ also lost its k, even after a consonant, e.g. Dgx čudulanŋ as opposed to CM čađulanŋ ‘satiated’.
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It is typical for the Shirongol languages that the phonetic developments cannot be reduced to straightforward rules, although the words as such are transparently related to their cognates elsewhere in Mongolic. It tends to make them unsuitable for the reconstruction of certain features. Correctly distinguishing CM *ŋ and *k in medial positions is difficult, as Middle Mongol and Written Mongol are of little help, especially in front-vocalic words. The situation in Dagur is also confusing. Apart from numerous words in which intervocalic\textsuperscript{316} Dagur -k- and -ŋ- do go back to *k and *ŋ, respectively, there are also several types of unexpected development.

Firstly, intervocalic *k and *ŋ have partly become indistinguishable because they often merged in ŋ, as in manŋ < *mogai ‘snake’, nɔŋ < *nokai ‘dog’, or boy ŋ < *bugu ‘deer’, bay ŋ < *buka ‘bull’. The phonetic environment seems to offer no clues as to why *k was retained or not. As can be seen in the selection of examples shown below, a preceding strong consonant may have played a role in preserving -k- in some words. This perceived pattern may be misleading as both reflexes are apparently allowed to occur after initial *ŋ.\textsuperscript{317} As in the unpredictable treatment of initial *ŋ-, borrowings from central Mongolic and neighbouring Tungusic may have obscured the genuine Dagur development.

\begin{tabular}{ll}
CM *k- & > Dag -k- \\
xʊk < *hʊkɛr ‘bovine’ & nʊyɛr < *nɵkɛr ‘friend’ \\
x’akɤr < *hokar ‘short’ & sɔyɛr < *sɔkɛr ‘blind’ \\
xɔk < *hekin ‘head’ & uyɛn – uyɛn < *ɔkɛn ‘girl’ \\
wakɔn < *ukana ‘billy-goat’ & ay < *eke ‘mother’ \\
ɛk < *ɔkɪ ‘to peck’ & ʃu < *ʃoki ‘to be suitable’ \\
kuk < *kʊke ‘blue’ & ʃuŋ < *ʃiike ‘axe’ \\
buk < *bʊkɛn ‘hump’ & nʊy < *nʊken ‘hole’ \\
nɔk < *nɪken ‘one’ & bɔy < *beke ‘ink’ \\
ɔk < *ɔkɪn ‘ear’ & mɔay < *mɪkan ‘meat’ \\
\end{tabular}

The second problem with *k and *ŋ in Dagur is that *ŋ has occasionally become k, leading to historically confusing forms. CM *k and *ŋ seem to have changed places in uy’- ~ u’- < *ʊkɪl- ‘to die’\textsuperscript{318} as opposed to uk’- < *ʊɣ- ‘to give’. Cf. also tʃık ‘tʃugul ‘calf’, but tʃɔy- < *tɔka- ‘to saddle’\textsuperscript{319}. The reason for this is unknown.

\textsuperscript{316} Postconsonantal *k did not become -ŋ- in Dagur.

\textsuperscript{317} Moreover, systematic changes due to strength patterns have not been described for Dagur so far. There are only incidental cases of distant assimilation such as kɔtɔs < *gɛdesɪn ‘intestines’, in which the *ŋ was apparently strengthened by the following -t-, which was itself due to the -s-.

\textsuperscript{318} The variant u’- ‘to die’ is less problematic, once the form uy’- had arisen, as uy’/u’ is another common Dagur reflex of intervocalic *ŋ, as in fajus < *jagasu ‘fish’, tuwa < *tʊgasu ‘pot’, xaulɔ- ~ sayɔɔ- < *kagal ‘to break’. This will not be discussed here further, as it does not affect reconstruction. It may prove of interest for the investigation of the Mongolic words in Manchu, as this is one of the similarities between Dagur and Manchu forms, as in Manchu suwa, Dag suwa: < *sogaa ‘doe’. Such similarities suggest
As is clear from the above, irregular developments, even those that are unexplained, may be of some antiquity, and useful for classification, as in the forms *juga ‘collar’ and *jürge(n) ‘heart’ (instead of *jaka, *jürükün) shared by all QG languages, *falk- ‘to swallow’ (instead of *jalgi-) shared by many QG languages, *kal ‘fire’ (instead of *gal) shared by Baoanic, *hamtu ‘together’ (< *kamtu) in Baoanic; and *köŋken ‘light’ (< *könge) shared by Baoan dialects.

4.5.4. Relics from lost intervocalic consonants

The prehistoric intervocalic consonant of diverse origins, usually reconstructed -g/-ɣ- by Poppe, but -x- by Janhunen, -h- by Svantesson et al., and as -Ø- here, seems to survive sporadically into the modern languages. Unlike in Middle Mongol and the central standard languages, influence from the spelling in Uygur script is not an obvious explanation in the QG area. These survivals may therefore be real ‘atavisms’, harking back to a language stage preceding CM as it is otherwise known.

In *suu (?*sugu) ‘armpit’ there is an unexpected -g- in Baoanic, as in BaoD sogo, and Dgx suγo ~ sungo. These forms are reminiscent of Khalkha suga, but unlike in Khalkha, influence from the Written Mongol spelling suγu is rather improbable in the QG area. Dongxiang has some further cases, not all equally convincing: aγui corresponds to *aui ‘wide’, cığara corresponds to *silra ‘leg’ as reconstructed on the basis of other languages, cığara ‘tight; busy’ could be related to *ciγrag ‘strong’, buγrag ‘wheat stack’ may be related to *boem. aγui has an equivalent in Moghol. Some superficially similar cases are easily explained as (re)borrowings from the Turkic cognates, e.g. Dgx aγoi, BaoN aγal ‘village’ are from Turkic *aγil rather than an archaic form of the Mongolic cognate *aλi, and likewise BaoN boγdi ‘wheat’ is from Turkic *bugday rather than from Mongolic *buγdag. Outside Baoanic we find EYu jöγe ‘to talk in one’s sleep’, related to *jeüle- ‘to dream’.

Some non-Mongolic languages famously preserve relics of intervocalic consonants. Words with such elements occur in the Turkic languages Kök Munčaq (Tuva) and Western Yugur, and in the Tungusic languages Solon and Oročen.

319 For a discussion see also Janhunen 1999, Svantesson et al. 2005:121-124.
320 The Eastern Yugur form closely resembles the equally inexplicable modern Uygur jögilä-.
322 According to Čoyǰungǰab 1985. The -h- is absent in other descriptions. Unexpected -γ- in other varieties of Tuva can usually be attributed to Written Mongol influence.
323 Manchu also features intervocalic gutturals in Mongolic words which are written in Written Mongol but not pronounced in the Mongolic languages, e.g. Manchu surehe ‘broad tendons on the neck of cattle’ corresponding to CM *gureen.

either that Dagur reborrowed this Mongolic word from Manchu, or that Manchu adopted this word from Dagur.

The verb tγγ- is in its turn contradicted by the noun tsk- ‘saddlepad’.

Forms like Muq uyrag (*yurag) ‘biestings’, RH niγur (*niur) ‘face’ are probably best considered literary forms rather than PM relics.

The Eastern Yugur form closely resembles the equally inexplicable modern Uygur jögilä-. The -h- is absent in other descriptions. Unexpected -γ- in other varieties of Tuva can usually be attributed to Written Mongol influence.

Manchu also features intervocalic gutturals in Mongolic words which are written in Written Mongol but not pronounced in the Mongolic languages, e.g. Manchu surehe ‘broad tendons on the neck of cattle’ corresponding to CM *gureen.
Kök Munçaq (Tuva)  | Oirat  | CM
---|---|---
*alču:*r  | *alčiur* < *arčiur*  | towel
*ya:*r-  | *kaur-*  | to fry
*ja:*lau  | *jalau*  | young
Solon  | Dagur  | CM
ima:  | *imaan*  | goat
tema:  | *temeen*  | camel
uñe:  | *ünien*  | cow
Western Yugur  | Eastern Yugur  | CM
*alču:*r  | *alčiur* < *arčiur*  | towel
*kure:*  | *kiröe*  | saw
*baa-*  | *baa-*  | to defecate

These word shapes are obviously not recent borrowings from the neighbouring Mongolic languages. They indicate that there must have been a different source language and/or period of borrowing. As it is unlikely that Western Yugur was ever sufficiently exposed to Written Mongol to adopt word shapes from it, or that Solon took its animal husbandry terminology from a literary language, the borrowing probably took place in the Middle Mongol period or earlier. If these are indeed primitive forms surviving in various neighbouring languages, it is an unfortunate fact that so few words of this type survive in the Mongolic languages themselves.

4.5.5. Syllable-final developments

As in the central languages, syllable-final *g* is preserved in Eastern Yugur. It appears as velar *g* or uvular *ğ*. Eastern Yugur did not even develop the tendency to elide preconsonantal *g* in the suffixes (nomen perfecti) -gsAn and (directive) -gsI. It also preserves *g* in some stems where it was lost in several modern languages, such as *h*ogta:* -‘to fall’, and *ügtee* -‘to weed’.

Final *g* developed > *r* in Dagur, as in *bula:*r < *bulag* ‘spring’. In *č*ələ < *čərəl* < *čerig* ‘soldier’ the dissimilation (in order to avoid *čerər*) and subsequent assimilation makes the word quite different from the CM form.

---

325 In view of occasional Middle Mongol relic forms with intervocalic -h- (< -p-) such as Muq köhe ‘chain mail’ and RH qihurći ‘lute player’, this is not a priori a ridiculous thought. See 2.6.6.

326 It is unclear why some words preserved final *g* as *ğ*, e.g. *kaŋy < *kereg* ‘matter’, *səŋy < *sebəg* ‘basket’, unless these forms were borrowed from central Mongolic, or from
Dahejia and Ñantoq Baoan and most dialects of Mongghul generally preserve final *g, as velar g or uvular ġ, depending on the original vowel class. The same applies to older Mangghuer materials. Fricative pronunciations did also develop. In dialects of all Shirongol languages we can observe a, probably Chinese-inspired, ‘aversion’ of *g in syllable-final position. Regardless of the original harmonic class of the word, in several languages *g has the tendency to be changed, elided, or preserved by means of an epenthetic vowel.

Dongxiang has been most consistent in its treatment of *g. After a/ə it disappeared completely, as in bula < *bulağ, kow < *kebeg ‘chaff’, but the word final sequences iguglig were replaced by -ou, as in you < *yig ‘spindle’, guðu < *kudag ‘well’, xodu < *hötüg ‘maggot’, zou < *fıg ‘direction’.

Kangjia has more varied solutions; in some words -g is retained in the form of a plosive (pəǰəġ < *bəɾčag “pea”) or of a fricative (aŋkəǰiɣ < *ïŋgarčag “packsaddle”), whereas in others it was completely lost (ima < *aïmag “village”). In yet another set of (originally front-vocalic) words *-g was replaced by -u (počin < *bicig “writing”).

Ganhetan Baoan is another dialect that features various treatments of final *-g. Some words retain it in its original position, such as samsəġ < *sarïmsag “garlic”, others preserve it, aided by metathesis or an epenthetic vowel, such as orģə < *uurag “biestings”, yet others lost it completely, such as čɛrï < *čerig “soldier”.

Some dialects of Mongghul also elide final -g. Dongshan Mongghul did this most regularly. Although these dialects share an aversion of word-final -g, the solutions came about independently.

The diversity of modern solutions, both among and within the Shirongol languages, can be illustrated by the table on the following page. The chosen solution depends partly on the height of the preceding vowel, or on the original harmonic class of the word (i.e. whether it is velar -g or uvular -ġ).

In verbs the solutions also vary. Dgx asa- < *hasag- ‘to ask’, ġula- < *kulag- ‘to steal’, which lost the *-g as in noun stems, correspond to Kgj asği- and gulği-. But in case of Kgj ɨɣ- ~ u- < *őg- ‘to give’, the Dgx equivalent oği has preserved the final *-g by means of an epenthetic vowel. Maybe the relative scarcity of verbs with this structure precluded the development of a generally applied sound law. MgrM xu- < *őg- ‘to give’ was probably strengthened due to frequent inflected forms with strong consonants.

Tungusic. In some other words final *g has disappeared completely, e.g. ačim < *ačïmag ‘kind of bag’, k'arom < *kirmag ‘fine snow’, horči: < *bəɾčag ‘bean’.

The same diversity of solutions can be found in loanwords, cf. Dgx orzu, Baogt orï ‘apricot’ < Turkic *örük (< *ürük), as opposed to Dgx şangü, Kgj şangy, Baogt şangoγa ‘walnut’< Turkic *jangak (< *jangak).

A parallel case may be Kgj ɨ ~ ɨɣ- < *(h)őg- ‘to hit’, as opposed to Dgx aği-. The exact CM form of this word is hard to determine; it may have been disyllabic originally.
**Source**

Dongshan Mongghul

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bulag</th>
<th>čiži</th>
<th>gurʒi</th>
<th>arʊɡ</th>
<th>čerig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘source’</td>
<td>‘flower’</td>
<td>‘spade’</td>
<td>‘pannier’</td>
<td>‘soldier’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Danma Mongghul

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bulog</th>
<th>čiži</th>
<th>gurʒi</th>
<th>arʊɡ</th>
<th>čerig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘source’</td>
<td>‘flower’</td>
<td>‘spade’</td>
<td>‘pannier’</td>
<td>‘soldier’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mangghuer (C)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bulag</th>
<th>čiži</th>
<th>gurʒi</th>
<th>arʊɡ</th>
<th>čerig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘source’</td>
<td>‘flower’</td>
<td>‘spade’</td>
<td>‘pannier’</td>
<td>‘soldier’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mangghuer (DS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bulog</th>
<th>čiži</th>
<th>gurʒi</th>
<th>arʊɡ</th>
<th>čerig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘source’</td>
<td>‘flower’</td>
<td>‘spade’</td>
<td>‘pannier’</td>
<td>‘soldier’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ganhетan Baoan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>balaγ</th>
<th>čiži</th>
<th>gurʒi</th>
<th>arʊɡ</th>
<th>čerig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘source’</td>
<td>‘flower’</td>
<td>‘spade’</td>
<td>‘pannier’</td>
<td>‘soldier’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nάntоq Baoan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>balaγ</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>gurʒi</th>
<th>arʊɡ</th>
<th>čerig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘source’</td>
<td>‘flower’</td>
<td>‘spade’</td>
<td>‘pannier’</td>
<td>‘soldier’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kangjia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>---</th>
<th>čiži</th>
<th>gurʒi</th>
<th>arʊɡ</th>
<th>čerig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘source’</td>
<td>‘flower’</td>
<td>‘spade’</td>
<td>‘pannier’</td>
<td>‘soldier’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dongxiang

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bulaγ</th>
<th>čižo</th>
<th>gacə</th>
<th>arʊɡ</th>
<th>čerig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘source’</td>
<td>‘flower’</td>
<td>‘spade’</td>
<td>‘pannier’</td>
<td>‘soldier’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Secondary syllable-final *g’s appear in Eastern Yugur and in several Shirongol dialects, which may be due to hypercorrection in reaction to the loss of many primary *g’s. Examples include EYu labčăγ < *nabčïn ‘leaf’, BaoX matag < ‘metu ‘like’, MgrH ngwčăγ < *ongača ‘trough’, BaoN tengarag < *tengeri ‘sky’, and Kgj žawwą < žygyy ‘spider’ from a dialectal Chinese form related to zhūzhu.331 There is no morphological explanation for these additions. On the other hand, it is noteworthy that the dialects where these added *g’s occur are those with relatively stable original *-g. Some added *g’s are more widely distributed and may be older, e.g. MgrH sungunąγ, BaoD songonąγ < *songiña ‘onion’, or BaoN kótaγ, Dgx xoču < *kọtųγ ‘maggot’ (Dgx -u points at -ųγ). *kūrjeγ ‘spade’ is found in Eastern Yugur and most of Shirongol. Most cases are incidental, and contradicted by other languages.

Preconsonantal *g developed largely like final *g. In Dongxiang it was normally elided. However, in some instances *g was preserved by means of an epenthetic vowel and/or metathesis, as in Dgx asuγu- < *agsu- ‘to borrow/lend’, buγuļi- < *bogle- ‘to plug’. In some Mongghul dialects it may become -γ, as in Dongshan Mongghul naγdo: < *noγta- ‘halter’, Danma Mongghul suγdo- < *sogta- ‘to get drunk’. To be precise it is most likely that naγdo: developed via an intermediate *naγgoδo:, and that the γ does not represent the -g, but rather a kind of strength transfer from the original -t-.332 As to Mangghuer, the older sources tend to preserve a plosive or fricative, while newer sources often lost *g altogether (cf. *noγta- ‘halter’, *nụγči- ‘to pass’, *sogta- ‘to get drunk’).

329 As the original shape of his word seems to have been *kūrje, it is phonetically possible, but unlikely, that the Mangghuer and Dongxiang forms without the -γ stem from the CM form rather than from the Shirongol form *kūrjeγ.

330 The word-final sounds written with <γ> and <u> in Danma Mongghul may not differ much. Both may represent a labialised dorso-velar approximant. This seems to be supported by the fact that final <γ> is also written in loanwords such as putog ‘grapes’ < Chinese pútáo, dunγog ‘lightbulb’ < dìànpào, and unexpectedly appears in native words, e.g. nọγ – nọ ‘to aim at’.

331 The same phenomenon is described for Wutun (see Janhunen et al. 2008:46).

332 Forms like Mongghul noγši- < *nọγči- ‘to pass’, teši < *tọbči ‘button’ show that the sibilant is triggered, and its precise pronunciation determined, by the following consonant.
In Dagur preconsonantal *g develops like final *g, e.g. sɔrt- < *sɔghta- ‘to get drunk’, šalle- < *šarla- < *šigla- ‘to stitch’.

4.6. Development of CM *s (and š)

4.6.1. CM *s and *š

Prehistorically *s and *š split, because syllable-initial s- was palatalised by a following *i or *y. The status of this allophonic š was reinforced by loanwords from Chinese and Turkic, and by some syllable-final developments of *ğ (*ć) (see *hedke- ‘to cut’ for an example). The variation between -d and -s in some other stems where no *ć or š variant is attested (cf. delede- ~ *deles- ‘to beat’, *eıldı- ~ *eisı- ‘to develop’) may also go back to a single original form ending in an affricate.

Although š- developed quite early, and is therefore well attested in the old documents, there are words which seemingly escaped this development. This is well-known from Moghol, where the words that did develop š-, such as šira < *stira ‘yellow’, šira- < *stira- ‘to roast’, šîwa- < *sīwa- ‘to light’, šurgyu- < *sîrgyu- ‘to insert’, are outnumbered by cases such as sudan < *sidün ‘tooth’, seisın < *siesün ‘urine’, sifîka < *sibüge ‘awl’, singa- < *sînge- ‘to set (sun)’, stıram < *sîderi ‘dew’. 333 In spite of the small Moghol corpus we can agree with Ligeti’s observation (1963:173) that š- is generally restricted to originally back-vocalic stems. 334 In the first two examples one could argue that the s is no longer followed by i and may have lost its palatal pronunciation because of that, but this explanation does not apply to the remaining examples. Although some of the Moghol forms with s- resemble those in the Muqaddimat al-Adab, this is not generally true, and at any rate it does not provide a reason for the absence of palatalisation in Moghol. 

A handful of examples can be found in Dagur, in some cases in the same words: sa:s < *siesün ‘urine’, su:ıdı < *süderi ‘dew’. Here again the s is not followed by the i, perhaps indicating that the diphthong members swapped places before š- could develop. Other examples may likewise be explained by early contractions and assimilations, e.g. gası:n < *gasıün ‘bitter’, gısı: < *gesıün ‘branch’, kosı:< *kosıun ‘beak’, su: < *sii:ı ‘to strain’, suiɣalǰin < *sirgolǰin ‘ant’, sak < *šigai ‘anklebone; bone used in games’. 335

In other languages this ‘refusal’ to be palatalised is a marginal phenomenon. BaoX su:ka, Kqi səkü < siku, and Dgx sumuɡa < *sibüge ‘awl’ are reminiscent of Moghol sifika. CM *siːči ‘chisel’, perhaps related to *sibüge, also has some reflexes with s-. A rare case from Ordos is su:ɾi: ‘to tuck under the belt’, which corresponds to Middle Mongol ši’uri- and MgrH su:ɾi- < *sɨɾi-. 336

---

333 For further examples see *singen ‘watery’, *(s)isegei ‘felt’.
334 The same explanation was formulated by Poppe (1955:122).
335 Forms in the Muqaddimat al-Adab that resemble those of Moghol include sisegei ‘felt’ with s-, šira ‘yellow’, šira- ‘to roast’ with š-. However, many of the other words are attested with both consonants, such as *sibüge ‘awl’, *sidün ‘tooth’.
336 Alternatively Dagur sak could be related to *sakal(i) ‘knucklebone used in games’.
337 Two further cases are MgrH su:ɾǝn < *sɨɾǝn ‘portion of meat’, Dgx sanζa < *sɨlja ‘sheep tick’.
Apart from the cases discussed above, *s has become *š when followed by *i/*ı. The former allophones *s and *š clearly have their separate developments.

4.6.2. Default development of *s

CM *s and *š are found in all positions. In syllable-initial positions the distinction between the two depends on the following vowel. In syllable-final positions the distinction can only be explained diachronically. Therefore they will be distinguished in the following examples.

Intervocalic: *asara- ‘to raise’, *bosaga ‘threshold’, *bûse ‘belt’, *ese ‘not’, *hasa- ‘to ask’, *hesi ‘handle’, *jasa- ‘to make’, *usun ‘water’ and numerous other words with the ending -sUn.
Final *s: *mangus ‘anthropophagous ogress’, *sonas- ‘to hear’, *ulas ‘people’, *umdaas- ‘to be thirsty’.
Preconsonantal *s: *aska- ‘to sprinkle’, *hünüste- ‘to smell’, *öskel- ‘to kick’.
Final š: *koš ‘double’, *nuš ‘straight’, *oš ‘revenge’.
Preconsonantal *š: *auski ‘lungs’, *geški- ‘to tread’, *muški- ‘to twist’.

The default development of *s is to remain unchanged.

4.6.3. Shifts in the place of articulation

In Dagur initial and intervocalic *s and *š have been retained as such (apart from the cases discussed above that never developed *š in Dagur). The same applies to postconsonantal position, except for a small group of words in which postconsonantal, or secondarily postconsonantal, -s- has developed into č: xaič < *kairsun ‘scale’, kîmč < *kimusun ‘nail’, nîkč < *nugursun ‘spinal marrow’, namč < *mönggersün ‘cartilage’338, kîlinč < *kolança ‘smell of sweat’. This may be inspired by neighbouring Solon, where a similar development has taken place systematically, e.g. Solon omocčo ‘ice’ < *omokčo < *omokso. However, this development is not very common in Dagur; postconsonantal -s- is generally preserved, and in some cases assimilated to preceding consonants, as in xuls ~ xullə < *kölesün ‘sweat’ and šuls ~ šull “*silüsün ‘saliva’”339.

In Eastern Yugur initial and intervocalic *s and *š were preserved as well. In the Shirongol languages the distinction was also preserved, but in most dialects the old *š was shifted towards a pronunciation more compatible with Chinese and/or

---

338 Thus Dag čuč ‘gall bladder’ may have come about in two ways: it may stem from the variant *sölüs which developed postconsonantal č and then assimilated the initial, or it may stem from the variant *çölüsün, in which case the final č is the later development.

339 Moreover, the affrication is not even common in the Tungusic loanwords in Dagur, cf. Dag xurše:l ‘swan’ from a Tungusic form *hoksul, which has become očče:l in Solon.
Tibetan. It became retroflex ʒ in Dongxiang,\textsuperscript{340} alveolopalatal s in Dahejia Baoan, and palatal velar fricative ʃ in Ñantoq Baoan.\textsuperscript{341} In Mongghul we see mostly ʃ and occasionally ʒ, whereas in Mangghuer the reverse is the case.\textsuperscript{342} The usual reflex is illustrated by the development of *sùra ‘yellow’: EYu šuła ~ šra, MgrH šira, MgrM šuña, BaoD šira, BaoN ʃira, Kgj ʃira, Dgx ʃira. In secondary preconsonantal position, retroflex ʒ is used in Mongghul and Baoan, rather than the default reflexes. Cf. the development of *sidün ‘tooth’: EYu šdon, MgrH şda, MgrM ş(a)du, BaoD şduŋ, BaoN şdoŋ, Kgj ʃ(i)duŋ ~ şduŋ, Dgx şidoŋ. We also find ʒ as a reflex of the non-palatal *s, if it ends up in preconsonantal position, as in MgrH şda:şō < *sudásun ‘vein’, BaoN şge < *śüke ‘axe’.

New palatalisations s > š happened systematically in Dongxiang in words originally starting with *se- or *so-, or with *se in medial position. Mangghuer sporadically does the same in words starting with *se-, and erratically in some others.\textsuperscript{343} Shared examples are MgrM šiudiar, Dgx šiauie < *šeüder ‘shadow’; MgrM šuarsi, Dgx šiensun < *šıtsun ‘gall bladder; MgrM šier, Dgx šien < *šiul ‘tail’.\textsuperscript{344} This development does not establish a special relationship between these two languages; they share it due to shared sinonification.

4.6.4. Affrication and weakening

Special developments of *s- include the following. The tendency to assimilate initial s- to a following -č- is well-known from the central languages, and is also found in Dagur, but has hardly affected the QG languages. Cf. EYu saž-, MgrH saž-, Dgx šiž- < *sač- ‘to sprinkle’ (see also *sečen ‘smart’, *sači- ‘to startle’, *šiči ‘chisel’). Initial *s- alternates with Ө in *sisegei ‘felt’ ~ *išegei ‘felt’, *śisun ~ *śisun (?) ‘soot’, but it is unclear which are the older variants. Also compare the peculiar alternants in Dag türx- ~ türxə- ~ türə- < *tisir- ‘to sprinkle’.

Initial *s- has unpredictably become a strong affricate č- or a weak affricate ʒ- in some words in the QG languages. This is occasionally seen in the same word in several languages, as in EYu ʒuna, MgrM ʒono, BaoN ʒina < *sona ‘bee/gadfly’, but usually only in a single language, e.g. MgrM ʒaxan < *sačan ‘beautiful’, BaoD ʒedor < *ʃeüder ‘shadow’, BaoN ʃebčə < *šiči ‘chisel’, BaoN ʒeme < *śüme

\textsuperscript{340} There are a few exceptions, e.g. Dgx šiša- < *šiće- ‘to be ashamed’, which should have had ʃ-, and Dgx šišar- < *sićar- ‘to look’, which should have had ѧ-

\textsuperscript{341} Intervocalic and postconsonantal ʃ (as in *kosun ‘beak’, *tubsin ‘even’) result in BaoN -ʃ-. In BaoX š also occurs medially, e.g. čiš < *heši ‘handle’.

\textsuperscript{342} It is not entirely clear what triggers the less common reflex to appear in Mongghul and Mangghuer. In Mongghul ʒ is often found preceding u or a consonant. It is more common in the Narin Guol data. In Mangghuer ʒ is normal even preceding *i. Although there are words such as sida- < *sitaas ‘to burn’, ʃ- is more commonly the result of a modern palatalisation of s-.

\textsuperscript{343} In MgrM sogoti- < *soged- ‘to kneel’, soni < *süni ‘night’, suni- < *süne- ‘to extinguish’ *o had apparently become ʃ, which prevented the palatalisation found in Dongxiang. Mangghuer palatalisations of *s not found in Dongxiang include ši(s)go- < *sakir- ‘to wait’, ši(me) < *śüme ‘temple’.

\textsuperscript{344} BaoD ʃišiči, BaoGt ʃanči ~ şanči ‘tail’ (with dim. suffix) may owe their ʃ- to assimilation to the following -č-.
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‘temple’, Kgj cer < *seül ‘tail’. The scarcity of examples and the erratic distribution make it hard to determine the historical background of this phenomenon; the data are certainly insufficient to reconstruct separate consonants *c and *ʠ even for Proto Shirongol. The c- and ʠ- in QG languages cannot be connected to the depalatalised Khalkha affricates c and ʠ, except in one case: EYu ʠuɣul- ‘to pull out’ corresponds to Ord ʠuɣul- and SH ʠuɣul-, which also occurs with s- in Middle Mongol and modern languages.

In the Monguor languages medial *-ʠ- has often become -ʠ-, which seems to function as the new weak counterpart of *s. This development is not entirely predictable, but much like in the case of *b- > p- and Ø- > h- it may be an attempt to fill some gaps in the system of strength oppositions. The reflex -ʠ- is conspicuous in the many lexemes with the ending -sUn, such as MgrH ʠuʒa, ʠu < *usun ‘water’, but cf. also ʠaŋa < *hasag- ‘to ask’, ʠaŋgu < *eserɡi ‘opposite’, MgrM ʠuʒa < *basa ‘also’. In Mangghuer (and occasionally in some dialects of Mongghul), the same phenomenon can be seen in the treatment of intervocalic -ʠ- (from earlier *ʠ) and -ʠ- (more recently palatalised from *s). Examples: ʠaŋgar- (< *qagol-) < *qasil- ‘to turn sour’, ʠru (< *qasu) < *kosun ‘beak’, kuʒe (< *koʃer) < *koʃer ‘floor’. The emergence of weak counterparts to the strong sibilants s ʠ s makes sense as an attempt to integrate them into the system of strength oppositions. That the weak counterparts are affricates rather than weak fricatives is perhaps simply due to the fact that ʠ and ʠ were already well established as reflexes of CM *ʠ. 347

4.6.5. Syllable-final developments

Word-final *-ʠ is found in Turkic loanwords, in which it may represent original Turkic -ʠ, as in *kaʠ ‘jade’, *koʠ ‘double’, *tuoʠ ‘straight’, *jemiʠ ‘fruit’, or original -ʠ-č, as in *kerbiʠ ‘brick’, *oоʠ ‘revenge’. Apart from these cases (not all listed in the comparative supplement) which are attested in Middle Mongol, there have been later loans in individual languages.

In the central languages final -ʠ is often changed > -s; it is most often preserved in Kalmuck. The QG languages preserve the -ʠ in the few words that survive, although most Shirongol languages use an epenthetic vowel (see *koʠ ‘double’, *tuoʠ ‘straight’). The later Turkic borrowing *ta:ʠ ‘stone’, attested in

345 In case of Dgx ʠaɾa- ~ ɾaɾa- < *tasara- ‘to break (intr)’ the c actually stems from t + ʠ after devoicing and loss of the first syllable vowel.
346 Poppe (1955:120) already noticed the distribution of Monguor medial -ʠ- and -ʠ.-
347 Strictly speaking, ʠ (from *r) exists in native Mangghuer words, and would have been available as the weak counterpart of r; ʠ and ʠ do not occur at all.
348 In the Muqaddimat al-Adab both these words actually retain -ʠ-č, due to ongoing Turkic influence in this variety of Middle Mongol. There is no need to reconstruct the Mongolian words with -ʠ-. The Arabic script makes it clear that no final vowel was added. In the documents in Chinese script syllable-final -ʠ cannot be distinguished from the syllable -s. It will be assumed here that these words existed in CM, although the Middle Mongol and modern instances may be due to separate borrowing events.
Eastern Yugur and all of Shirongol, behaves the same as the older cases of *-s: EYu taš, MgrH taq, MgrM taqi, BaöN taq(i), Kgi tqašı, Dıg taqi.

Word-final -s is also found in Turkic loanwords, in which it represents Türkic -s, as in the Wanderwort *bars ‘tiger’, -ş, as in *ulas ‘people’349, or -ız, as in *boas ‘pregnant’, *bös ‘textile’. Well attested native examples are mostly plurals of nouns and pronouns in -s.

Final -s developed into -r (or -r) in Dag slur < *ulas ‘people’, bur < *bös ‘fabric’. In Eastern Yugur and Shirongol *-s is preserved, usually with an epenthetic vowel in the latter. The development of *bös ‘textile’ is as follows: EYu pös, MgrH bos, MgrM bosı, Kgil bosti, Dıg bosı. Innovative pronouns using the plural ending -s feature epenthetic vowels in the same dialects. They include EYu ta.s ‘you (pl.)’ (based on *tau), buda.s ‘we (incl.)’ (based on *bida), MgrM da.si ‘we’ (based on *bida), gan.si ‘they’ (based on *irgen); BaöN or.so ‘we’, BaoX o.so ‘we’, Kgil uru.si, u.si ‘they’ (based on *üer- ‘self’), Dıg ho.s.la ‘they’ (based on ka ‘hs/he’ of unknown origin).350

In verbs the situation is different. There are no native verbs in *-ş, but verbs ending in -s are frequent, e.g. *bos- ‘to rise’, *debis- ‘to spread’, *emis- ‘to wear’, *ges- ‘to melt’, *nis- ‘to fly’ *oles- ‘to be hungry’, *ős- ‘to grow’. Forms like Dıg bayasə < *hayas- ‘to rejoice’ show that the added vowel is not simply an epenthetic vowel (which would have been i), but that it, at least in some cases, is the connective vowel U which has become part of the stem.

Preconsonantally -s- and -ş- are harder to distinguish, because in some languages s has occasionally developed into š secondarily, as in Kalm iškly < *iskley ‘sour’, iška < *isegei ‘felt’. Unlike final -ş, preconsonantal -s- also occurs in a number of Mongolic words, including *auški ‘lungs’, *geski- ‘to tread’, *muški- ‘to twist’.351 Preconsonantal -s- occurs in *aska- ‘to sprinkle’, and possibly in *iskir- ‘to whistle’, *kaskir- ‘to shout’, and *öskel- ‘to kick’.352 As in final position, the words that occur with an alternation between -s- and -d- (such as *hedke- ~ *heske- ‘to cut’)353 never appear with -ş-, so that modern languages have either the -d or the -s.

Dagur shows the most regular picture: aurk3 < *auški ‘lungs’, gərk3 < *geški ‘to tread’, mərk3 < *muški ‘to twist’. The reflex in Eastern Yugur is usually -ş-, and the Shirongol languages feature -s-, -ş-, or -ız- which may be followed by an epenthetic vowel, as in *geški- ‘to step on’. EYu kašga-, MgrH gišgi-, MgrM kašgi-, BaoD kašga-, Kgil keḵki- ~ keki-, and Dıg gišgou < *geški.ür ‘stair’.

349 Unlike in *kosi and *tuš mentioned in -s (the productive plural is now -la) which do not feature the epenthetic vowel: kielie,s ‘news’, fugie,s ‘the elderly generation’, kwasi,s, kwai.s,la ‘children’, Dıg oći.s,la ‘daughters’ (cf. *kelen, *yeke, *k_common, *oḵin.

350 Also in HY bilaq (bi-shi-ha-hei), Kh byašlaq ‘cheese’ (also of Turkic origin).

351 In the case of the initial consonant clusters with -r, this may be a matter of interpretation. Liu (1981:16) has kwos(ti) ‘children’ but describes the final -i as optional.

352 Derivations with the suffix -skA never develop š either (cf. *haniska, *ygeske).

353 In these cases not enough forms, or contradictory forms, are attested. Words like *iskir- ‘to whistle’ are likely to undergo onomatopoeic changes.

In Dagur, preconsonantal -s- also becomes -r-, but when there is another r in the word, the last r tends to be dissimilated to l, as in *dourkal (< *dourkur) < *debis.ker 'mattress'. In Eastern Yugur and Shirongol preconsonantal s is generally left unchanged, but it may be provided with an epenthetic vowel or metathesized, cf. EYu sukél-, sgól-, BaoD galo-, BaoN ğgel-, Kgj sîger- ~ sge- < *öskel- ‘to kick’; EYu sqa-, MgrH saq-, BaoN asq- ~ aśqa- < *aska- ‘to sprinkle’. Epenthetic vowels are also used in derived stems such as Dgx žiausiku < *debis.ki ‘mattress’.

4.7. Development of CM *m

4.7.1. Default (non-shift)

CM *m was allowed in all positions in the word.


Preconsonantal: *amta- ‘to taste’, *dumda ‘centre’, *kamču ‘sleeve’, *kimda ‘cheap’, *umdaas- ‘to be thirsty’, *umta- ‘to sleep’.

Except in final position CM *m is quite stable in all Mongolic languages. Some modern variation between *m and *b reflects a prehistoric correlation between the two. Cases such as the pronoun *bï ‘I’, which has the genitive *mïn, show that m can be due to secondary nasalisation. In other alternations, such as *tebene ~ *temene ‘packing needle’ the form with *b may be due to secondary loss of nasality.

The peripheral languages do not provide clues about spellings such as Written Mongol kümün ‘person’, keme- ‘to say’, gamiya ‘where’ which are assumed to be based on a prehistoric correlation between *m and *p. In case of ‘person’ the peripheral languages supports the CM reconstruction *kiiun ‘person’. The verb ‘to say’ is represented by *ge-, i.e. a form weakened and shortened from an intermediate *kee-. The question word ‘where’ occurs as *kaa-.

4.7.2. Syllable-final developments

Word-final -m is preserved in Dagur and Eastern Yugur, most of Mongghul and Baoan. In Mangghuer, Kangjia and Dongxiang, -m was replaced by -n or -ŋ, as in MgrM an, Kgj an < *em ‘medicine’, MgrM qurŋ, Dgx ģurŋ < *kurım ‘banquet’, MgrM sayŋ, Kgj san, Dgx say < *sam ‘comb’. This development took place three times separately. In Kangjia it was relatively recent, as shown by the fact that the secondary sequence -an in an ‘medicine’ and san ‘comb’ did not change into -o, as did the CM words primarily ending in *-an.
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The assimilation of preconsonantal $m > n$ before dentals and palatals had already started prehistorically in words such as *dumda ‘centre’, *kamčui ‘sleeve’, *umdaas- ‘to be thirsty’, *umtu- ‘to sleep’. This development has now affected other words, both in Dagur and in the QG languages, including the dialects that have no problem in pronouncing word-final -m. The following examples include some cases of secondarily preconsonantal $m$. Before dentals and palatals this results in $n$ or ŋ, e.g. Dag k‘and < *kìnda ‘cheap’, EYu köndörge < *kömüldürge ‘breast strap’, MgrM xajtu < *kamtu ‘together’, EYu nanda ~ danda, MgrM naŋda ~ dand < *namada ‘(to) me’. Preceding gutturals it results in ŋ, e.g. Dag əŋk-*, MgrH əŋgu- < *emkü- ‘to hold in the mouth’, BaoGt fəŋgi ~ *hümekei ‘smelly’, Dgx ciaŋtu < *kamtu “together”, EYu nanda ~ *namada “(to) me”. Preceding gutturals it results in ŋ, e.g. Dag əŋk-*, MgrH əŋgu- < *emkü- ‘to hold in the mouth’, BaoGt fəŋgi ~ *hümekei ‘smelly’, Dgx ciaŋtu < *kamtu “together”, EYu nanda ~ *namada “(to) me”.

In Eastern Yugur the labiality of the preconsonantal -m- has been preserved in the form of a postconsonantal ‘echo labial’, as in neŋgwen (< *nemmgen) < *nimgen “thin, čeŋgwen < *čimegen “marrow”, eŋgwen < *emegen “elderly woman”, tāŋġwa < *tamaga “seal”.

4.8. Development of CM *n

4.8.1. Default (non-shift)

CM *n probably occurred in all positions in the word. However, no Mongolic words with postconsonantal -n- seem to have survived in the QG languages.356 In initial and medial positions *n tends to remain unchanged. In final position it has undergone some Chinese-inspired changes, as well as elisions for morphological rather than phonological reasons. Some nouns only ended in *n in part of their paradigm, and the *n in these words is traditionally called ‘unstable’.


Except in final position CM *n is quite stable in all Mongolic languages. CM *n is susceptible to dissimilation if there is an *m in the vicinity, as in EYu lom < *nom ‘book’, MgrH lomo:n < *noman ‘mole’, BaoN emola < *emüne ‘front’, Kgi mila <

355 This is also seen in loanwords from Amdo Tibetan, such as EYu namka – *naŋkwa ‘heaven’ (Lit. Tibetan nam-nikha). In Amdo itself echo labials are also found. Echo labials can also be triggered by a preconsonantal b or merely a rounded vowel. In Eastern Yugur and Mongghul this occurs occasionally, in Ordos frequently (see *jābkor ‘to get lost’, *stbarka ‘to be squeezed out’, *tqaa- ‘to wash’, *tangasun ‘wool’).

356 There are a few native verbs with the sequence -rn-: cf. Written Mongol *erñi- ‘to grow’, sarni- ‘to scatter’, torni- ‘to grow’. EYu does have tarns < *tarni ‘incantation’ (from Sanskrit dhārani).
*mïnaa ‘whip’. There are some cases of *n > / in other environments, such as the very widespread case *nabčïn ‘leaf’. Metathesis is also seen especially when *m, or *r or */l, are near, as in *kőnerge ‘yeast’, *kulugana ‘mouse’.

4.8.2. Syllable-initial developments

In isolated cases, initial -n- has become > m- without explanation, as in EYu mulγï < *nilka ‘tender’, muçuγug < *ničɑγuŋ ‘naked’, BaoD musi- ~ mɔs- < *nĩs- ‘to fly’.\(^{357}\)

Intervocalic -n- that ends up in preconsonantal position may shift to -m- as well, as in Dag sums < *sũnesiŋ ‘soul’, BaoD homsuŋ < *hũnesiŋ ‘ash’.\(^{358}\) This development is not carried through systematically.

4.8.3. Syllable-final developments

When discussing the modern reflexes of final *-n, it has to be realised that there are two kinds of stems involved, those with stable -n and those with unstable -n. These two n’s are phonetically identical but behaved differently in morphology. This has led to different word shapes in Shirongol.

Among the nouns with final -n, the overwhelming majority have unstable -n. Common nouns with unstable -n drop it before certain case endings and keep it after others (see Poppe 1955:166-170).\(^{359}\) A handful of examples: *aman ‘mouth’, *amn ‘life’, *čiŋ ‘ear’, *čisun ‘blood’, *halaŋ ‘palm of the hand’, *hekin ‘head’, *morin ‘horse’, *niduŋ ‘eye’, *usun ‘water’.

All basic numerals (except *koɔay - QG languages *koɔar ‘two’) are nouns with unstable -n. In case of the numerals there is a functional difference, the -n typically appears in attributive usage, and the n-less form in counting.

Stable -n is an integral part of the stem.\(^{360}\) The final -n of adjectives is nearly always stable;\(^{361}\) examples: *hekiŋ ‘palm’, *kalaun ‘hot’, *śiriiŋ ‘coarse’. A small group of nouns ends in stable -n, including *emegen ‘old woman’, *hon ‘year’, *kaun ‘ruler’, *kiŋ ‘person’, *mören ‘river’, *nɔyan ‘official’, *ōkiŋ ‘girl’, and words ending in the diminutive -kAn.

In the central languages these categories persist.\(^{362}\) In Dagur the two shapes of the numerals are still distinguished, but the paradigmatic alternation n ~ Ø in the

---

\(^{357}\) In the verb ‘to fly’ this change is present in all of Shirongol except Mongghul.

\(^{358}\) Compare Kalm üms < *hũnesiŋ ‘ash’, kãms < *kũnesiŋ ‘provisions’, sũms < *sũnesiŋ ‘soul’.

\(^{359}\) So the stem variant with -n can be seen as a kind of oblique stem, similar to the (often irregular) oblique stems of pronouns, which also end in -n.

\(^{360}\) Even stable -n may be removed from the stem before some inflectional and derivational suffixes. Examples include the plural ending -d and the possessive adjective suffix -iU. Adjectives lose their -n before the diminutive -kAn.

\(^{361}\) The frequency of stable -n in adjectives has probably caused the development of CM *kataun ‘hand’ into Shirongol *kataun, and *kându ‘heavy’ into Monguor kandum.

\(^{362}\) Sometimes the moderns languages disagree about the status of -n in a given word, which means that words can be transferred to the other category. CM *orun ‘place’ has stable -n judging from its presence in Ordos and Monguoric, but has unstable -n in Khalkha. Moreover, words without final -n may develop one. In case of *salaa ‘branch’, *sīree
common noun was abolished. In the languages of the southern periphery the two types have only left some traces in the sense that stable and unstable -n have resulted in different developments in several languages, which are only partly phonetically determined. Given that the QG languages do not provide new insights in this regard, and many nouns have in fact changed categories, the distinction between stable and unstable -n has not generally been indicated in the reconstructions.

In Dagur stable -n is retained, and unstable -n is lost.

In Eastern Yugur stable -n survives, and unstable -n’s have also been made stable, i.e., made into an integral part of the stem, as in EYu oruin < *ereün ‘chin’, ni:n < *ünien ‘cow’, šu:n < *sibauń ‘bird’. The -n is retained before all case endings. The numerals (except ‘one’) were also generalised in their shape with -n, and the shorter forms have become extinct.

363 In Proto Shirongol the distinction between stable and unstable -n still existed. In modern Shirongol we can see different solutions in the Monguor languages on the one hand, and the Baoanic group on the other. The Monguor languages eliminated unstable -n from virtually all noun stems with unstable -n. However this is not a sound law, but is related to a reanalysis of forms in the case paradigm. This may have started with the reinterpretation, perhaps as early as in Proto Shirongol, of genitive/accusatives like morin-i as mori-ni ‘(of) the horse’ (from *morin). Many words feature an n in inflected case forms, cf. Mongghul:

- nara < *naran ‘sun’ > naran-do ‘in the sun’
- ude < *eüden ‘door’ > uden-do ‘at the door’
- nudu < *nüdün ‘eye’ > nudun-do ‘in the eye’

Although in these instances these nouns appear with the -n lost in the nominative, this is not always the case. Some words that are known to have had -n appear without it, e.g. mora-do ‘on the horse’ (from *morin, and words that do not have -n elsewhere, appear with it, e.g. saran-do ‘to the moon’ (from *sara). Therefore such inflected forms do not have any value for reconstruction.

364 As Janhunen 2010 suggests, the Turkic accusative *-nl may have have played a role in the development of this suffix shape. Similar convergence of suffixes can be seen in the instrumental/comitative (Salar -la, -lanə < Turkic *bilän; Mongghul -la, Dongxiang -lə < *.lUA), and in the conditional (Salar -sA < Turkic; -sA in Eastern Yugur and Shirongol < *-As!i).

365 Cf. also xana-n-sa ‘from everyone’ from Tibetan ha-ne. The nomen futuri also takes -n before case endings, both when it is used in word formation, e.g. şdax-ga-n-dô ‘to the firewood’ (*ṣikā-ku), as in participial use, e.g. šgu-n-sa ‘from going’ (*eči-ku + *-sA).
Baoan and Dongxiang tend to preserve both stable and unstable -n in all types of nominal stems. In Dongxiang it is preserved as -n after ə/e and i, and as -ŋ after a, o, u.

All Shirongol languages agree with Eastern Yugur on the numerals 3-10, the decades, 100, and 1000. These all end in -n.366

In Kangjia, -n is lost under some circumstances. This is a purely phonetic development applied to the situation Kangjia inherited from its Baoan-like ancestor language. The loss of final -n (via nasalisation) affects the CM sequences -an and -en, but also words with secondary vowel lowering such as išǰɔ < *ebčiün ‘chest’, futo < *hodun ‘star’. In such cases the lowering is also attested in Baoan, and partly in Dongxiang, cf. BaoÑ ebćaŋ “chest”, hɵ:taŋ “star”. After high vowels -n is generally preserved unchanged, with some exceptions such as Kgj su < *usun ‘water’ (perhaps an old exception since it is also found in BaoÑ sə, Dgx usu). -n is also preserved in Kangjia after secondarily raised vowels, as in nuɡun < *nɔɡ:n < *nɔɡa:n ‘green’. Grammatical category is irrelevant for this Kangjia development, thus we also find derɔ < *döben “four”, kɔ < *ken ‘who’, dagɔ < *ödken ‘thick’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CM</th>
<th>Dag</th>
<th>EYU</th>
<th>Mgr</th>
<th>Dgx</th>
<th>Kgj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*ken ‘who’</td>
<td>xən</td>
<td>ken</td>
<td>ken</td>
<td>kien</td>
<td>kɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*hon ‘year’</td>
<td>xɔ:n</td>
<td>hɔn</td>
<td>fan</td>
<td>xoŋ</td>
<td>hɔn ~ huŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ariun ‘clean’</td>
<td>aru:n</td>
<td>ar:u:n</td>
<td>arɔ:n</td>
<td>aruŋ</td>
<td>arun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*gurba(n) ‘three’</td>
<td>g*aro &amp;</td>
<td>ġarban</td>
<td>ġur:an</td>
<td>ġura:n</td>
<td>ġuraŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ima(n) ‘goat’</td>
<td>ima:</td>
<td>ma:n</td>
<td>ima:</td>
<td>imaŋ</td>
<td>imaŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the phonological and morphological turmoil the peripheral languages have been subjected to, it is surprising these two categories are still recognizable. However, several words seem to have been transferred to another category. In Mongghul some words even developed against the general tendency to drop -n, e.g. MgrH xaldan < *altan ‘gold’, EYU ӧrmön, MgrH rme:n < *öreme ‘skin on boiled milk’, MgrH sme:n < *süme ‘temple’; in central Mongolic these words have unstable -n or no -n at all.

Some words probably lost final -n at an early stage, as they appear without it in all QG languages, e.g. *konin ‘sheep’, *morin ‘horse’, *möngiin ‘silver’.

The numeral *niken ‘one’ also occurs without -n, whereas all other numerals in -n preserved their -n in EYU and all of Shirongol. This is interesting because all of these numerals originally had an enumerative form without -n and an attributive form with -n (this system persists in Dagur and central Mongolic). Except in the

366 In compound numerals, which are often reduced in other ways, there are n-less forms, e.g. BaoÑ hara-virsoŋ ‘19’ < *harban yersiün ‘ten-nine’, de ‘raŋ ‘40’ < *döben harban ‘four tens’. In frequently used combinations, reductions may also occur, e.g. Dgx haru du ( < haroŋ udu) ‘ten days’ < *harban üdür. These shortened modern forms need not go back to the old attributive forms without -n.
case of ‘one’, the short forms of the numerals became extinct in the QG languages.\footnote{Kgj niᱚ, which is used in addition to niボー, probably is an extended form involving the diminutive suffix -kAn.}

The Shirongol languages have some further cases of loss of *n not found in Eastern Yurug, such as *ǰūriunbind ‘heart’, *kuruun ‘finger’, *u샨 ‘water’. In most cases the distribution of forms with and without -n is more erratic, as in the following n-less forms: EYu (exit) ≠ *cașun ‘paper’, yuca < *yosun ‘tradition’, MgrH ǰus < *ǰüşin ‘face’. BaoN helige < *heligen ‘liver’, Kgj nimu < *numun ‘bow’. Within Baoanic, Baoan dialects have nasɾ < *nasun ‘age’, while Kangjia and Dongxiang preserve -n; Kangjia has ŭnu < *ndinu ‘eye’, while Baoan and Dongxiang preserve -n, BaoN smo, Kgj sinu disagree with Dgx sumu < *sumun ‘arrow’.

Incidentally -ŋ appears instead of -n in Eastern Yurug, as in ġurdəŋ < *kurdun ‘fast’. More cases of this type occur in Mangghuer, partly shared with Mongghul, such as MgrM baraŋ, MgrH varoŋ < *baraun ‘right’, and MgrM qalun, MgrH xalun < *kalaun ‘hot’.\footnote{An unexpected -ŋ appears in all of Shirongol in the case of *katau ‘hard’, probably inspired by the numerous adjectives ending in -n.} However, this tendency is stronger in Mangghuer, e.g. artan < *altan ‘gold’, purɣan < *burkan ‘Buddha’, çaɣan < *cagaan ‘white’, čorban < *čolban ‘Venus’.

In some cases -m appears instead of -n, as in MgrH xardam < *altan ‘gold’, BaoD ʂgum < *öekün ‘fat’, BaoN gom < *gün ‘deep’.\footnote{MgrH nem, BaoN uenm < *uĩne ‘price’ apparently involves an added -n. Spontaneous appearance of -n is less likely than that of -n, which can be motivated by analogy.}

Preconsonantal n and -ŋ are usually indistinguishable in Shirongol, as well as in Dagur (see below). In Eastern Yurug there are some cases of -ŋ < n, e.g. kuƫra < *kündü ‘heavy’ and oŋdor < *höndür ‘high’, which interestingly forms a minimal pair with ondor < *ene ödür ‘today’.

4.8.4. Intrusive preconsonantal n-?

In Baoan a historically inexplicable n- tends to appear instead of an initial vowel preceding *d or *j. Only *hutasun ‘thread’ deviates from this pattern, but it does have weak -d- in Shirongol. The added n- may be seen as a weak counterpart of the voiceless fricatives that may accompany the devoicing and loss of initial vowels followed by a strong consonant, e.g. MgrH ʂszę < *usun ‘water’. It may also be relevant that Baoan is known to occasionally replace the preradical s in Amdo Tibetan words by a nasal, also preceding weak consonants, as in BaoN ndọm ‘spider’, ndęwa ‘village’, mbawə ‘frog’, ngasəg ‘spine’. Otherwise, however, the nasal and oral preradicals tend to retain separate nasal and oral pronunciations in Baoan, although the exact pronunciation is varied. Tibetan oral preradicals do not normally correspond to nasal dialect pronunciations. What is puzzling here is that s and the other oral preradicals have merged phonetically in the neighbouring Amdo dialects, for instance resulting in h- in Labrang.
Interestingly Mongghul has the last word as *ŋe:n ‘master; self (reflexive pronoun)’. The initial nasal in MgrH *ŋoŋ, BaoÑ *ŋoŋ > žoŋ ‘hundred’, normally reconstructed *ǰaun, has a different origin. Rather than replacing an initial vowel, the *n originates from the numerals 3-9 often preceding it. Thus *dörben jaun ‘400’ appears in Xiazhuang Baoan as deri *ŋoŋ rather than *deraŋ žoŋ. The only two units that do not end in -n in Baoan, *níken ‘one’, which lost its -n, and *koar ‘two’ which never had -n, now also appear with it, as in Xiazhuang Baoan nəgi *ŋoŋ ‘100’, ġuari *ŋoŋ ‘200’. The modern forms are also analysed differently; compare the Xiazhuang form ġuari *ŋoŋ to Ñantoq Baoan ġuari *ŋoŋ, Ganhetan Baoan ġuar *ʒəŋ.

As the unexplained preconsonantal *n of Baoan incidentally corresponds to variants with unexplained preconsonantal *r- in Mongghul, it cannot be entirely excluded that they go back to an old preconsonantal consonant, cf. MgrH *rʒa:r < *hüǰüür (ʔ*üǰüür) ‘tip’, Hongyazi Mongghul žda- < *ide- ‘to eat’, Mongghul rde, Hongyazi žda < *eüden ‘door’, Danma rʒe- < *iże- ‘to see’.

A less frequent and apparently unrelated type of intrusive preconsonantal *n can be found in words like BaoGt žunduŋ < *jeūdün ‘dream’, Dgx żawan > żanwaŋ < *jaabaan ‘insipid’, nuduŋ > nuŋDUŋ < *nidün ‘eye’, Kgj dʒuŋ > dʒan < *dolaan ‘seven’. The appearance of the preconsonantal nasal in these cases seems to be a kind of reduplication of the word-final consonant.

4.9. Development of CM *ŋ

CM *ŋ is restricted to syllable-final positions (preconsonantal and word-final). There is an unexplained early alternation with *g in a few words, as in *gagča ~ *gagča ‘alone’.

---

371 The *n- is present in BaoGt żiŋduŋ ‘gate’ < *yeke eüden ‘big door’.

372 The original meaning ‘master, owner’ is retained in Kangjia. In the Baoan dialects it has come to function as a personal pronoun.

373 Mongghul *ŋuŋa: > *ugae- ‘to wash’ can be viewed as a similar case in another place of articulation.

374 As *jaun ‘hundred’ is typically used in combination with other numerals, it is not entirely clear whether these forms reflect different analyses of the speakers of different dialects, or are merely different notations by the describing linguists.
Final: *deleŋ ‘udder’, *diürey ‘full’, *kašaŋ ‘lazy’, *olaŋ ‘bellyband’.
Preconsonantal: *höngu- ‘to break wind’, *hönkeri- ‘to roll’, *köndei ‘hollow’,
*maŋlaï ‘forehead’, *möngün ‘silver’, *taŋlaï ‘palate’.
CM *opsi- ‘to read’ has such diverse modern forms (with -m- instead of the
-ŋ- among other things) that it his hard to decide which consonant should be
reconstructed as the original one.
In the QG languages only Eastern Yugur and the Monguor languages
preserve the distinction between final -n and -ŋ, e.g. in the words *buluŋ ‘corner’,
*deleŋ ‘udder’, *dogalaŋ ‘limping’, *duüreŋ ‘full’, *jobalany ‘suffering’. In Dagur
the two nasals tend to merge into -n.
In Bao -ŋ and -n generally merge into -ŋ. In Dongxiang both -n and -ŋ
occur, mainly related to the preceding vowel (see under -n above).

4.10. Development of CM *l

4.10.1. Default (non-shift)

In native words CM *l is found in intervocalic, postconsonantal, final, and
preconsonantal positions.
Intervocalic: *adalï ‘similar’, *hulaan ‘red’, *dolïa- ‘to lick’, *jalau ‘young person’,
*olan ‘many’, *öreele ‘hobble’, *salaa ‘branch’, *tüliën ‘firewood’.
Final: *emeel ‘saddle’, *gal ‘fire’, *gol ‘river’, *haruul ‘lip’, *köl ‘foot’, *kudal
Preconsonantal: *alku- ‘to step’, *hülde- ‘to expel’, *ilga- ‘to choose’, *malta- ‘to
dig’, *tü̟ki- ‘to push’, *jalgi- ‘to swallow’.
The default development of *l is to remain l.

Like *r and the nasals *m and *n, *l is susceptible to metathesis in words like *aral
‘island’, *guril ‘flour’, *hargal ‘dried dung’. Whereas more than a single r per word
is avoided in Dagur, it does not have similar problems with multiple l’s. Indeed, r-l
sequences are often assimilated to -ll-; hence we find forms such as kurul ~ kull
‘chestnut colour’ < *kürel ‘bronze’, llll- < *nerele- ‘to name’, duruld- ~ dull- <
*düreldü- ‘to trade’.
In Dagur -l- is inexplicably replaced by -r- in a number of words, including
širəm < *silbi ‘shin’, urum < *ölmei ‘instep’, šurkud- < *silgüd- ‘to shake’. The
reverse also occurs (see 4.11.1.).

4.10.2. Syllable-initial developments

When initial *l is encountered in native words, it is a secondary development of *n-
(see *nogta ‘halter’, *naunka ‘gum in the eyes’).
Intervocalic *l is quite stable in all languages, as long as the vowel
following it is not elided.
Postconsonantal *l is most frequent in verbs formed with -lA, which are usually based on native nouns, cf. *bög.le- ‘to plug’, *čug.la- ‘to gather’.\footnote{Others are based on foreign verbs, such as *čiyla- ‘to listen’ which may be from Chinese ฟง (via Turkic).} There are only some words with postconsonantal *l which as yet cannot be analysed, such as *muŋlai ‘forehead’, *tanlai ‘palate’, and *emliɡ ‘untamed’. In Dagur these postconsonantal l’s may become n after a nasal consonant, as in central Mongolic. In Eastern Yugur and Shirongol l is usually preserved in this position, although some irregularities may occur (cf. *sam.la- ‘to comb’).

4.10.3. Syllable-final developments

In Dagur final *-l is normally preserved as such, but in a number of noun stems it becomes palatalised -l, e.g. gal’ < *gal ‘fire’, kul’ < *köl ‘foot’, soul’ < *seüil ‘tail’. The palatality probably stems from the gen./acc. case suffix *l, although this leaves unexplained why not all similarly structured stems were affected (see also the Dagur development of *-r).

In Eastern Yugur final -l is preserved as such. Within Shirongol, most of Mongghul and all of Baoan preserve it as well. In Narin Guol *-l appears as -r, and may be elided, as in ara:(r) < *aral ‘axle’. In Mangghuer *-l merges with *r in syllable-final position, as in gar < *gal ‘fire’, kuar < *köl ‘foot’. In Dongxiang *-l usually becomes -q, e.g. furun < *hurul ‘lip’, tuŋgu < *tugul ‘calf’.\footnote{The Longquan dialect has varied reflexes even within its diminutive corpus: qaŋ < *gal ‘fire’, garun < *gurul ‘flour’, but tuŋgu < *tugul ‘calf’, dəŋga < *dangal ‘clod’.)} As with the other final consonants, the solutions in Kangjia are quite erratic. Loss of final -l is seen in guru < *gurul ‘flour’, tuŋgu < *tugul ‘calf’, *l > r is seen in yar < *gal ‘fire’ and kuar < *köl ‘foot’, yet other words have *l > n, like aran < *aral ‘island’\footnote{All deverbal nouns in -dAl appear with -n as well, e.g. Kgj sadan < *das-a-dal ‘way of doing’.}, or preserve *l with an epenthetic vowel, jile < *jil ‘calendar year’.

The verb *tail- ‘to untie’ irregularly lost its -l in Baoanic as well as in Mangghuer, causing it to merge phonetically with *talbi- ‘to put’ (which also developed irregularly) in Baoanic.

In verbs the situation in Mangghuer and Dongxiang is different in that l may be preserved by means of an epenthetic vowel. In Kangjia we find that *l has become -r, or disappeared. The following list illustrates the different approaches of the three languages (some uncertain correspondences are omitted here).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MgrM</th>
<th>Kgj</th>
<th>Dgx</th>
<th>CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[xorgo-]</td>
<td>hör-</td>
<td>xolu-</td>
<td>*haul-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bar-</td>
<td>bör-</td>
<td>bolu-</td>
<td>*bol-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pučar-</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>pugalu-</td>
<td>*bučal-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guder-</td>
<td>gudle-</td>
<td>gošielu-</td>
<td>*ködel-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\footnote{376}
In some languages the development of preconsonantal *-l- differs from that of word-final *-l. The details depend on the language, and on the following consonant.

In Dagur and Eastern Yugur, and in most of Mongghul, it is preserved intact. Deviating developments include forms with nasals, such as Dag ʒɔmb- *nilbu- ‘to spit’237, and MgrH manta- *małta- ‘to dig’ and sansa *salat(ar) ‘Muslim’. Other deviations involve unexpected -r-, such as Dag šurkud-, MgrH šurgudə- *silğüd- ‘to shake’, MgrH turgu- *tułki- ‘to push’. The loss of preconsonantal *l- is also seen in Mongghul, e.g. mutolo- *möltil- ‘to take off’. Narin Guol Mongghul may have -r- or Ø, as in word-final position, as in ara:ʒi- *aralǰi- ‘to exchange’. The situation in Mangghuer is the same as in word-final position, so the normal reflex is r, as in artan < *allan ‘gold’, but occasionally -l- has disappeared completely, as in çarbar ~ çubar <*kilbar ‘easy’, zorka- ~ zoka- (<*falki-) < *jalgi- ‘to swallow’.

In Dongxiang, Baoan, and Kangjia preconsonantal *l behaves differently from the word-final position. In Dongxiang it generally becomes -nl-ŋ, e.g. antan < *allan ‘gold’, ʒanŋai- (<*falki-) < *jalgi- ‘to swallow’, but it may also disappear altogether. Several words feature variants such as songo ~ sogo < *saulga ‘bucket’, haŋga ~ haŋa (< *halgar) < *hargul ‘dried dung’. In causatives derived from verb stems in *-l like those listed above, alternations like puʃalaŋa- ~ puʃaŋa- < *buʃa:lγa- ‘to cook (tr.)’ occur, suggesting that awareness of the morphological structure blocked the change into *puʃaŋga-. Secondarily preconsonantal *l- may also result in n/yɡ or Ø, e.g. haŋga < *halagan ‘palm of the hand’, ɡũɣi < *kuлагai ‘thief’, soŋi < *solagaŋ ‘left side’, şanγi < *silágæi ‘saliva’. The elided vowel was usually followed by *-k- or *-g-. Preceding dental and palatal consonants the reflex is -n-. There are only few clear examples for the sequence -lb-. In ʒawari- < *jalbari- ‘to beg’ the -l- was lost238, but the Dongxiang developments of other words, such as *kibar ‘easy’ and *nibusun ‘tear’, are diverse and difficult to evaluate historically.

---

237 Dag ʒuns- ‘to be hungry’, usually considered to derive from *išes-, is puzzling, especially since the -l- is only secondarily preconsonantal. The etymology may be incorrect.

238 The development of syllable-final *-l- > -r- is a normal development in Narin Guol Mongghul, but not in the other dialects.

239 This is reminiscent of the development of in *talbi- ‘to put’. However, this word seems to have lost its -l- in a much earlier stage, at least in Shirongol and in central Mongolic.
In Ŋantoq Baoan preconsonantal -l- is generally preserved. In Dahejia Baoan, -n- appears precedingdentals and palatalsthes, but -l- remains preceding gutturals. Exceptions occur in the Baoan dialects. Dahejia Baoan preserved -l- in _altaŋ_ < *altan ‘gold’; reversely, BaoN developed -n- in _yandara- _< *kaltari- ‘to slip’. Given that all Baoan dialects allow l to appear in syllable-final position, this can be viewed as a conditioned assimilation to the following consonant, rather than a general Chinese-inspired ‘simplification’.

Kangjia roughly follows the Dahejia Baoan pattern, with -n- preceding dental and palatal obstruents, e.g. _anda_ < *alda ‘fathom’, _ganjira-_ < *galjau.ra- ‘to go mad’. But as usual in Kangjia, there are exceptions, such as _borji-_ < *bœelfi- ‘to vomit’. Preceding s, Kangjia has r, thus deviating from its closest relatives: Kgj _morsun_ ~ _mosun_, BaoD _mi(m)siu_, BaoN _mesu_, BaoX _mansu_, Dgx _mansu_, DgxL _masuŋ_ < *mölsün ‘ice’. If other consonants follow, r or l or ø appears, without a clear system: Kgj _halğu-_ < *alku- ‘to step’, _tʉrgʉ-_ < *tülki- ‘to push’.

CM *mölsün ‘ice’ belongs to a small but interesting group of words that preserved some trace of the -l- in Shirongol as well as in Buriat and Khamnigan, but lost it altogether in Mongol proper, Kalmuck, and Eastern Yugur. Among the few other surviving words in this group are *čaalsən “paper”, *ǰïlsun “glue”, and *sölsün “gall-bladder”. Only the latter preserved its -l- in Dagur and some dialects of Mongol proper.

4.10.4. Intrusive preconsonantal -l-?

In a handful of words, preconsonantal *l appears unexpectedly. Junast notes the Eastern Yugur forms _ɬdeɣe_- < *itege- ‘to believe’ and _ɬǰür_- < *učïr- ‘reason’, in which the lateral fricative seems to be a by-product of the devoicing of the first syllable. The corresponding forms according to Bolčuluu are _həteɣe_ and _hčʉr_, with secondary h- but without lateral element.

The verb *ǰaǰïl- ‘to chew’ may have become *ǰalǰal- before resulting in the forms BaoGt _ʒinʒal_, BaoX _janǰal_.

As similar explanations do not present themselves in the case of (Sanchuan) MgrM _jagarsï_, BaoN _ʒalɡasɵŋ ‘fish’, these forms may be relics from a regionally preserved old form *ǰagalsun or *ǰalgasun (other languages suggest *jagasun).

4.11. Development of CM *r

4.11.1 Default (non-shift)

In native words CM *r was allowed in intervocalic, final and preconsonantal positions.

---

382 This development probably took place very early, and is one of the features that Eastern Yugur shares with Mongol proper rather than with Shirongol.

383 This handful of words should be distinguished from those whose preconsonantal -l- has been reconstructed for comparative purposes, but is actually absent from both Middle Mongol and Shirongol, e.g. *nalsun ‘year (of age)’ (see Ramstedt 1957:75, 110).
Intervocalic: *bari- ‘to hold’, *baru ‘all’, *kuru ‘finger’, *naran ‘sun’, *nere ‘name’, *siri ‘coarse’, *tere ‘that’.


Intervocalic r is generally preserved, in syllable-final positions it may be changed or elided.

In Dagur, -l- appears instead of normal -r- for unknown reasons in a small number of words, such as sul’ < *sür ‘majesty’, jilum – jilim < *jirin ‘bellyband’, sulok < *sere ‘castrated billy-goat’. For the reverse see 4.10.1. above.

4.11.2. Intervocalic developments

Like *l (and the nasals *m and *n), *r is prone to metathesis in words such as *gulîr ‘flour’, *aral ‘island’. Dissimilation is common to avoid the occurrence of two r’s in a stem, cf. *hıroar ‘bottom’, *hıroer ‘blessing’.  

This is most carefully avoided in Dagur, which led to changes such as surkul (instead of *șurkur) < *cidkor ‘demon’,  

corl (instead of *corgan) < *cereg ‘soldier’ (in these words one of the r’s developed from d and g respectively).  

In most QG languages, as well as in Dagur, intervocalic -r- (and the vowel following it) is elided in a number of trisyllabic (or longer) words, which typically also contain -l-. Examples include Dag alj-, BaoÑ alža-, Kgj anja- < *aralji- ‘to exchange’; EYu alğa-, BaoÑ alğa-, Kgj alğa- < *arilha- ‘to clean’; EYu baldu:l-, MgrM borduga-, both caus. forms of *barıdu- ‘to ignite (intr.)’; BaoÑ keldu-, Kgj kandu- < *kereldı- ‘to quarrel’.

4.11.3. Syllable-final developments

Word-final *-r is retained in central Mongolic, Moghol, and Dagur, and also in Eastern Yugur, Mongghul 387, Mangghuer, and all of Baoan, i.e., it is considered much less problematic than *-l in the same position.

Preconsonantal *-r- may disappear in Mongghul preceding dentals or palatals, e.g. puʒaŋ < *burčag, pudaŋ < *burtag ‘filthy’.

---

384 Cf. the development of the instrument suffix -Ur, which tends to become -U when the stem contains an *r: *čaki ur ‘lighter’, *bari ul ‘handle’, *tülkiür ‘key’ from *čaki ‘to light’, *bari- ‘to hold’, *tülki- ‘to push’.

385 It seems that Dagur further prefers to have the r precede the l, if they have to be in the same word, even if it makes the word etymologically less transparent, as in case of khurc (via *ka:ơrč) < *keel-hič ‘apron < belly-cover’, and xurc (via *খল已经成为 glue ‘waistcoat < liver-cover’. Cf. also causatives like nurika:- (instead of *nurikä-) < *nuril-kä- ‘to make fine’.

386 The trisyllabic forms may survive in the same modern languages as well.

387 Only Danma Mongghul features paragogic i after word-final and preconsonantal r, e.g. timuri < *temür ‘iron’, garı < *gar ‘hand’, muriga- < *mürqä- ‘to bow’.
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In Dongxiang final *-r is elided, as in qa < *gar ‘hand’ (cf. qan < *gal ‘fire’), gwa < *koar ‘two’, gie < *ger ‘house’, qawa < *kabar ‘nose’. Only in compounds and frequently used word combinations, in which final -r in fact becomes intervocalic, Dongxiang manages to preserve it, as in guar udu < *koar iðiür ‘two days’, gier ezen < *ger ezen ‘head of the household’. However, two other developments can be found. In the first -ŋ appears, as in the case of original *-l, e.g. nuduŋ < *nidiür ‘pavement; in the other we find -ou, as in the case of original *-g, e.g. mandou < *möndiür ‘hair’, qöögü < *geškiür ‘stairs’.

As usual, the situation in Kangjia is more chaotic. In some words -r is retained, as in jar < *gar ‘hand’, guar < *koar ‘two’. In others it was preserved with added apenthetic vowel. Yet others dropped -r altogether, such as naygu < *nöker ‘friend’, čiŋo < *temäi ‘iron’. There are also cases of alternation, as in Kgj binjir ~ binjirī < *biřiür ‘bird’, šivar ~ šiv < *šiBar ‘mud’, ver ~ ve ~ veš < *iber ‘bosom’.

In Kangjia the final -r of verbs is preserved. In Dongxiang the final -r of verbs is escapes elision by means of an apenthetic vowel, which may at least in part of the cases be the CM connective vowel U. This leads to Dongxiang forms such as kura ~ ku- < *kär ‘to reach’, qiri ~ *gar ‘to come out’, nura- < *nor- ‘to become wet’, sura- < *sur- ‘to learn’, šuru ~ šiv < *šiür ‘to sweep’.

In Dongxiang preconsonantal -r has been elided as thoroughly as in word-final position, e.g. mala- < *marta- ‘to forget’ (cf. manta- < *malta- ‘to dig’), taŋγun < *tarγun ‘fat’, tuma < *tarma ‘turnip’. The same applies to secondarily preconsonantal -r, as in Dgx gūgo < *jürken < *jürüken ‘heart’, taŋi < *tarakai ‘bald’. However, in some words *r is represented by a nasal in Dongxiang, e.g. bōŋγo < *bërge ‘flea’; which also applies to secondarily preconsonantal r, as in banγan < *berigen ‘sister-in-law’, Dgx gungoi, alongside gugi < *korakai ‘insect’, wantle, alongside olie < *öreele ‘one of a pair’. Since n/ŋ is the regular reflex of *l these alterations may be due to some degree of confusion between r and l (as seen in Kangjia).

In extended stems of verbs originally ending in -r, Dongxiang may have variants with r and Ø, as in the causatives qirγa < *qiga- < *gar.gara- ‘to bring out’ and såruga- < sə gücü- < *sur.ga- ‘to teach’. Cf. also kutala ~ kurutala < *kär.tele ‘until’. One of the few things we know about the other Dongxiang dialects is that they preserve cases of both final and preconsonantal r which are lost in Suonanba, the only described dialect.389 These r-words are listed in the following table, which also includes Kangjia for comparison.390

---

388 This development occurred elsewhere in Kgj eŋusun ~ eŋusun < *örgesün, and seemingly in some Baosan forms of *irγen, q.v.
389 Even in Suonanba, -r is not as intolerable as -l, in that a number of words do end in -r, e.g. bəor ‘money’ (a loan from Turkic), and many Arabo-Persian words.
390 The Dongxiang data were compiled from Liu (1981:5, 8), Bökh & Čoyiǰunga (1985: 28, 246). The Longquan dialect also has fugür < *bükər ‘bovine’, Ma & Chen have words such as fugüræt ‘bovine’, e.g. ‘horn’, nəo ‘lake’, without marking them as ‘dialectal’ (the forms without -r are also listed). The original notations of -r have been left intact in this section, although both x and the ‘rhotic’ element of x can be analysed as the syllable-final allophone of /r/ without problem.
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In a few words -r- was preserved by changing the syllabification. The -r- in *gurban ‘three’ was preconsonantal, but after *b had become a semivowel, the syllables *gurwaŋ were reanalysed as *gu-ruaŋ, i.e. *gu-ronj. The same solution was chosen in *dörben ‘four’, *harban ‘ten’, and in qaruŋa < *karbïga < *kabïrga ‘rib’.391

In Kangjia preconsonantal -r- may be preserved as such, or elided, as in word-final position. In some words -r- has been devoiced, or assimilated to the following consonant, leading to geminates, as in arj a < *arça ‘cypress’, kečče- < *kerči- ‘to cut’.

4.11.4. Intrusive preconsonantal -r-?

Preconsonantal ±r’s not found in Middle Mongol sources are documented in Eastern Yugur and most Shirongol dialects. However, these dialects only share the phenomenon as such. The ±r’s have various origins, and not a single instance is supported by all QG languages.

In Eastern Yugur intrusive ±r’s appear in reduced initial syllables preceding a strong consonant, as in hərči:sən < *hičesün, i.e. *hičöesün) “willow”.

Mongghol has some cases with unexplained -r- preceding a weak consonant, as in rde: < *idee ‘pus’ (other cases are listed above under intrusive -n).

Most cases in Mangghuer are ‘echo consonants’, as they appear in words that already had a syllable ending in r. Examples include kurmar- < *kimeri- ‘to put upside down’, qurğorna< *kalugana ‘mouse’, tierbər- < *teberi- ‘to embrace’.392

In BaoGt murtuŋ, Kgj murtun < *modun ‘wood’ the -r- precedes a strong -t- which is itself unexplained.393

391 Longquan dialect has *gurwaŋ ‘three’ and fiorwaŋ ‘four’, which preserve -r- without resyllabification.
392 See Nugteren (forthcoming).
393 Cf. also Ganhetan Baoan barti < *batu ‘strong’.
As these same languages also preserve instances of old preconsonantal r, e.g. MgrM arći- < *arčï ‘to load’, BaoN yirson < *yersün ‘nine’, there is always a possibility that some of the other cases are archaisms rather than areal innovations. This has to be decided for each word separately. The antiquity of -r- in *arčï- is confirmed by its Turkic cognate *art-, while -r- in *yersün ‘nine’ is supported by *yeren ‘ninety’. Unfortunately such additional evidence is often absent.

Even the cases shared by several dialects may not affect the CM reconstruction, but represent regional developments which can be useful for classification and studying contact phenomena.

4.12. Development of CM *y

Because all y-like elements of diphthongs are traditionally (and with due motivation) analysed as *i or *i, the consonant *y is restricted to syllable-initial positions. The traditional intervocalic *-y- followed by *i or *i is here considered as Θ in words like *ail ‘campsite’, *dolïa- ‘to lick’ (rather than *ayï, *dolïa-). In other contexts it is reconstructed, e.g. *yama ‘what’, *yeren ‘ninety’, *bayan ‘rich’, *noyan ‘lord’.

Word-initial *y- is fairly stable. In *yeke ‘big’ and *y(ers)ün ‘nine’ it is devoiced by a following strong consonant in Dagur and in most QG languages\(^{394}\), probably after *e was raised to i. This does not happen in the similarly-structured words *yasun ‘bone’, *yosun ‘custom’, which retained their non-high first vowel.

Medial *y- is generally preserved as well, but it may be absorbed into a diphthong after the loss of an unaccented vowel, as in Dag bais- < *bayas- ‘to rejoice’, EYu bayar ~ biar < *bayar ‘joy’.

4.13. Development of CM *h- (and vocalic onset)

4.13.1. Introduction

In this section, the various reflexes of CM *h- in Middle Mongol and the modern peripheral languages will be discussed. In the modern languages there is only evidence for word-initial *h-. It is likely that CM *h- usually\(^{395}\) stems from earlier (PM) *p-. Intervocalic *p- has disappeared (via *h), postconsonantal *p has merged with *h, except perhaps in Dagur (see under *h above).\(^{396}\) Issues related to the earlier history of CM *h-, as well as evidence for *h in non-initial positions, has been discussed in 2.6.6.

---

394 In *huya- ‘to tie’ the collision of the *h and *y after elision of the first vowel has a similar result in Eastern Yugur and Mongghul.

395 It cannot be excluded that, like Proto Tungusic, PM may have had both *p- and *h-. See Rozycki 1994 and Doerfer 1996 on the evidence for a primary Mongolic *h not stemming from earlier *p.

396 The evidence for *p in final and preconsonantal positions is sparse. Syllable-final *p would probably have merged with *h, mirroring the neutralisation of the strength opposition in the dentals and gutturals in the same positions. The final and preconsonantal *p of Turkic is assumed to corresponded to an intervocalic *p in PM, which later became *h and disappeared, like primary intervocalic *p.
Much has been written about CM *h̥-, and there is no need to revisit those parts of the concensus that I agree with. The focus here will be on the reflexes of *h̥- in the peripheral languages, and on how to distinguish actual evidence for *h̥- from secondary developments. Non-Mongolic evidence will be largely ignored here.

Some perspectives have changed in the last couple of decades, even since Krippes’ overview of 1992. For many words whose modern *h̥- was deemed ‘secondary’ by Krippes, it is now understood what triggered their appearance: the strong consonant starting the second syllable.

4.13.2. Reflexes of *h̥- in the peripheral languages

CM *h̥- was preserved by at least two peripheries separately: Dagur and the QG languages. As Eastern Yugur is probably not closely related to the Shirongol languages, one may recognise each as an independent source of evidence for *h̥-. The Moghol *h̥-, as reconstructed by Ligeti from Leech’s materials (Ligeti 1955b), is not supported by other observations of Moghol, and does not have an obvious correlation with the certain cases of CM *h̥- as reflected in Middle Mongol, Dagur, and the QG languages.

In Burkha Dagur *h̥- appears as x̐, and is only occasionally palatalised into š-. In the QG languages *h̥- can take on many phonetic shapes, depending on the following vowel, or the loss of the vowel from the initial syllable. In Eastern Yugur *h̥- predominantly appears as h̥-. occasional other reflexes occur when the first vowel is lost. In Shirongol the reflexes are more varied. In Mongghul we find x̐ as a default reflex, f̥ preceding originally rounded vowels, and sibilants if the following vowel is elided. In Mongghul x̐ is the normal reflex; f̥- only occurs marginally. In Baoan dialects we mostly see h̥-, and (less often than in Monguor) f̥- and sibilants. In Kangjia we also find h̥-, f̥-, and sibilants. Dongxiang features h̥- or x̐- generally, f̥- before originally rounded vowels, and ṣ̌ preceding *i. In some dialects, and only in a handful of words, p̥- inexplicably appears instead of one of the usual reflexes.

Some straightforward examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CM</th>
<th>Dag</th>
<th>EYu</th>
<th>MgrH</th>
<th>Kjg</th>
<th>Dgx</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*harban</td>
<td>xarəb</td>
<td>harβan</td>
<td>xarən</td>
<td>harɔ</td>
<td>harɔŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*halagan</td>
<td>xaləɣ</td>
<td>halağan</td>
<td>xalɣ</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>hanɡa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*hodun</td>
<td>xɔd</td>
<td>hɔdən</td>
<td>fo:di</td>
<td>fʉtɔ~hʊtɔ</td>
<td>hʊdəy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*hulaan</td>
<td>xula:n</td>
<td>la:n</td>
<td>fula:n</td>
<td>fule:</td>
<td>fəilie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*hüle-</td>
<td>xul-</td>
<td>hele-</td>
<td>fule:-</td>
<td>fule-</td>
<td>failie-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

397 Hailar Dagur dialects lost *h̥- altogether (see Tsumagari 2003:132).
398 The Eastern Yugur materials in Sun 1990 feature some cases of initial f̥- and ŵ̥- preceding rounded vowels.
399 In Mangghuer even the f̥- of Chinese loanwords tends to become x̐-, and f̥- followed by an unrounded vowel will be replaced by xw-.
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4.13.3. Pseudo-reflexes of *h- in QG Mongolic

Reconstructing *h- in an individual word is not necessarily a straightforward matter, even when several languages seem to support it. Most of the consonants that occur as reflexes of CM *h- (f, h, x, ś, etc) may also stem from other CM consonants.

Furthermore it has become clear that much of the apparent evidence is secondary. In parallel to the strengthening of initial *b-, *d-, *ǰ-, *g- into their strong (aspirated) counterparts, a development Ø- (vocalic onset) > h- has occurred under the influence of the strong consonant starting the second syllable. This can be seen in Eastern Yugur and the Shirongol languages. Some of these secondary h’s, such as in *ükü- ‘to die’, are widely represented, while others are restricted to a single language. This indicates that these languages share the tendency to develop secondary h-, but the individual cases can not be reconstructed with *h- for Proto Shirongol or ‘Proto QG Mongolic’. See Svantesson et al. (2005:208).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CM</th>
<th>Dagur</th>
<th>E. Yugur</th>
<th>Mongghul</th>
<th>Dongxiang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*eükün</td>
<td>xuɣ*</td>
<td>ükun</td>
<td>fo:ge</td>
<td>fuguŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ü kıi-</td>
<td>uy”-</td>
<td>hku-</td>
<td>fgu-</td>
<td>fugu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*urtu</td>
<td>ox”-</td>
<td>hurtu</td>
<td>šdur</td>
<td>fdu̯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*alku-</td>
<td>alx”-</td>
<td>alq̥-</td>
<td>halgu-</td>
<td>haŋku-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*altu-</td>
<td>alt”-</td>
<td>altan</td>
<td>xaldan</td>
<td>antan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a consequence even a trustworthy looking form such as Baoan fgor ‘bovine’ in fact does not corroborate the reconstruction *hüker based on MMo hüker, Dag xukur, and confirmed by non-Mongolic data such as Turkic *hökip iz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CM</th>
<th>Dagur</th>
<th>E. Yugur</th>
<th>Mangghuer</th>
<th>Dongxiang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*hiče-</td>
<td>xič-</td>
<td>hče-</td>
<td>šže-</td>
<td>šg̃e-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*hüker</td>
<td>xkor</td>
<td>kkor</td>
<td>xuguar</td>
<td>fugie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*hältan ~ *hütan</td>
<td>x’aut</td>
<td>itan</td>
<td>xuatŋ</td>
<td>uitatŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*hüsün</td>
<td>xus</td>
<td>hsun</td>
<td>syu ~ fju</td>
<td>usuŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In words of this structure, where the h- could have been triggered by the following consonant, we have to rely on Middle Mongol and Dagur. If a word does not exist in these languages we can not with certainty reconstruct *h-. Similar causes for secondary h- are not known in Dagur, so that cases of *h- that are only supported by Dagur can be accepted at least provisionally.

Perhaps there has been some awareness among the speakers of QG languages that *h- can be a byproduct of consonant strength. This would explain the loss of the h- from words in which its veracity is firmly established, but whose second syllable starts with a strong consonant, such as *hasag- ‘to ask’, *hältan ‘narrow’, *hüker ‘bovine’. Admittedly proven *h- may also disappear in words of a different structure.
On the other hand there are some instances where Eastern Yugur, Mangghuer, and Kangjia have χ-, q-, or p- instead of the normally expected reflex of *h-, e.g. MgrM qarga < *γarga < *haluγan ‘palm of the hand’.\textsuperscript{400} Cases with p-< *h- such as EYu pədsn (~ hədsn) <*hədun ‘star’ are discussed above under strengthening of *b-. Although it can be safely assumed that many instances of CM *h- go back to earlier (PM) *p-, it does not follow that forms like EYu pədsn are relics from that period. Cf. 2.6.6 for PM *p.

\subsection*{4.13.4. Reliability of Middle Mongol data}

Whenever the QG data are ambiguous it is useful to consult Dagur, which to our present knowledge does not feature similar secondary h’s. Obviously Middle Mongol is also useful to corroborate reconstructions.

However, it is important not to consider Middle Mongol as an infallible reference point to resolve disagreements between peripheral languages. In this and other issues such as palatal breaking, loss of intervocalic -g- and degree of vowel contraction, documents like SH are far from consistent. Given that they are often transcribed from the Uigur script by scribes who had to decide whether a word started with h- or vocalic onset, or whether an intervocalic <g> was pronounced or not, it is hardly surprising that some mistakes were made.

Variant pairs like SH asaq- ~ hasaq- ‘to ask’, atqu- ~ hatqu- ‘to hold’, o’ara- ~ ho’ara- ‘to disobey’ raise the question which variant is the historically correct and therefore authoritative Middle Mongol form. Whether we see such variants as being due to scribal inconsistencies or as evidence for actual language variation, they reduce the decisive power of such words, and even that of the words that are only known in one notation.

As to the sources in Arabic script, only some of their content can be traced back to forms written in Uigur script. Nevertheless they do contain inconsistencies, usually in the form of the unexpected presence of h- rather than its unexpected absence. In the Muqaddimat al-Adab, many frequent words that normally have vowel onset (written ’) occasionally appear with h-, e.g. hirgen ‘people’, hörgü- ‘to lift’, huila- ‘to cry’, hündüsün ‘root’.\textsuperscript{401}

In the light of the above we should not be too eager to label modern h’s ‘secondary’ as soon as they seem to be contradicted by the Middle Mongol sources. Words with unexpected h-, especially with unexpected h- in more than one subgroup, such as the following, are not automatically disqualified by Middle Mongol. Even words whose *h- is only documented in a single modern language, some of which are listed in the following pages, should not be discarded as long as no mechanism is discovered that triggers secondary h-.

Some h’s, especially those confirmed by both Dagur and the QG languages, may well go back to the CM period. This applies to *umba- and *hifie- below.

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{400} Secondary h- can develop a hypercorrect form as well, as in Eastern Yugur qusun < *γsun < *usun ‘water’.
\textsuperscript{401} In some cases the only notation is with h-, as in the frequently occurring hildü ‘sword’. This spelling can not be dismissed as an incidental mistake, but can nevertheless not be reconciled with the other Middle Mongol sources, and the modern languages.
\end{footnotes}
Cases found in fewer languages may at least be of areal relevance and useful for classification.

The evidence for CM *h- must be assessed for each word individually. There are many evidence ‘configurations’, a selection of which are shown in the table below. It greatly simplifies the actual situation, as it does not take into account variations within subgroups or dialects, e.g. MgrH xana- ~ ana- ‘to heal’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unanimously preserved primary *h-</th>
<th>MMo</th>
<th>Dag</th>
<th>EYu</th>
<th>Shir</th>
<th>example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>*harban ‘ten’, *heür ‘nest’, *hüleü ‘surplus’, *hon ‘year’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary *h- lost in one group</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>*huuta ‘bag’, *hütan ‘narrow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less widely attested, but not contradicted.</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>*haluka ‘hammer’, *hanka ‘to thirst’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible primary *h- not attested in MMo</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>*hinie ‘to laugh’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible primary *h- not attested in MMo</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>Ø?</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>*humba ‘to swim’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seemingly unanimous *h-, but it may be secondary in QG languages</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h?</td>
<td>h?</td>
<td>*hiče ‘to be shy’, *hüker ‘bovine’, *hüsun ‘hair’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibly old *h- in (some) QG languages only</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>*hunie ‘to ride’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibly old (regional?) *h- in Shirongol only</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>*hamur ‘to rest’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibly old *h- in Dagur, contradicted elsewhere</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>*(h)eber ‘horn’, *höndür ‘high’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibly old *h- in Dagur only, but not contradicted</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>*hilid ‘tinea’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibly old *h- in E. Yugur only</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>*hile ‘clear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary h- in QG</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>h?</td>
<td>h?</td>
<td>*uru ‘long’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary h- in Shirongol only</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>h?</td>
<td>*äiku ‘to step’, *eükün ‘fat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary h- in E. Yugur only</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>h?</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>*eke ‘mother’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

402 In Dagur the verb was reshaped on the basis of the derived noun xinə:d < *hinie.dün ‘laughter’. 
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4.13.5. Dagur evidence for CM *h-

A relatively large group of words only has evidence for CM *h- in Dagur. This is partly because of the abundant Dagur materials. Furthermore, due to the word-initial accent Dagur has preserved the first syllable better than the QG languages. The following words have not been attested so far in the QG languages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dagur</th>
<th>CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| xa:γə | *haaga | bran* 
| xalaγda: | *halagdaa | jerboa 403 |
| xata: | *hataa | wish, ambition |
| xar'e:n | *herien | grey |
| xərkəl- | *herkele- | to be polite 404 |
| xərkir- | *herkire- | to feel pain in the pit of the stomach |
| xild | *hil(i)dün | ringworm |

The following words do exist in Middle Mongol and/or one or more QG languages, but these do not provide support for the *h- suggested by the Dagur form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dagur</th>
<th>CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xač</td>
<td>*hača</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xəsrəγ'</td>
<td>*hesergü</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xamr</td>
<td>*heber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xəmr</td>
<td>*hebür</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xəndür</td>
<td>*höndür</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xıməs-</td>
<td>?* hôles-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xiyu:r</td>
<td>*hüfüür</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.13.6. Evidence for CM *h- in the QG languages

In all Shirongol languages and Eastern Yugur the appearance of initial h- (and other modern consonants associated with *h-) can be triggered by a strong consonant starting the second syllable. See Svantesson (2005:208) for a couple of examples spanning the QG languages. Additional examples include *alku- ‘to step’ (without

---

403 Enkhbat (1983) has both this form and alorda:n.
404 This form may confirm the impression that *erke ‘power’ and *erke (or rather *herke) ‘sweet, spoiled, etc’ are different words. *erke ‘power’ occurs without h- in Middle Mongol and QG languages.
405 A form hača or hačča ‘fork’ is also found in Turkic languages and Tajik. EYu hačča ‘rope for tying up cattle’ may be related despite the semantic difference. If so, the EYu h- does not constitute evidence for *h- as it may have been triggered by the following strong consonant *č.
406 This word is found as höndür in the Turkic language Azeri.
407 As the -n- is also unexpected here, we may be dealing with a different etymon.
\( h \)- in Eastern Yugur, \(*eükün/*öekün ‘fat’ (in most of Shirongol)\(^{408}\). Due to the inconsistent application of this tendency even a well documented secondary \( h \)-, as in \(*üki- ‘to die’, cannot be reconstructed for Proto Shirongol.

Among the QG languages Mongghul most often features secondary \( x \)-. This agrees with the fact that it also strengthens initial \(*h-*, *d-, *r-, *g-\) more frequently than its relatives. The following words may owe their \( x-\) to the following strong consonant:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mongghul</th>
<th>CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xada</td>
<td>*agta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalʒai-</td>
<td>*alčai-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xamsa-</td>
<td>*amsa-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xamta</td>
<td>*amtan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xaʃir</td>
<td>*aʃčiur &lt; *arčiul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xaʃdan</td>
<td>*alcan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xanγγa</td>
<td>*emkiu-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Likewise, Eastern Yugur \( h \)- in words such as \( hčʉr ‘reason’, hke ‘mother’, hsun ‘milk’, hsɔra- ‘to raise’ (\(< *učir, *eke, *uşun, *asara-\)) does not support an original \(*h-\), but merely constitutes a vestige of the initial syllable which was devoiced and lost. Similarly structured words with known CM \(*h-\), such as \( hčε- < *hičε- ‘to be ashamed’, hkor < *hiker ‘bovine’, hsun < *huşun ‘hair’, are therefore not useful as additional evidence for it.

In Eastern Yugur there seem to be no words with secondary \( h-\) followed by a full non-high vowel, like MgrH xalδan < *altan ‘gold’. The rare cases with a full vowel may be explained differently. In qusun ‘water’, although it ultimately stems from *usun, the first \( u \) may have been inserted into an earlier form \( χsun \) with secondary \( h-\). Bolčuluu’s notations horte (\(< *erte \) ‘early’ and hurtu (\(< *urtu \) ‘long’ may be attempts to describe pronunciations rte, rtu (Junast: rde and rda\(^{409}\)).

In Baoanic such instances of secondary \( h-\) are not that common, but they do occur, as in Dgx huntura-\, Kgj huntra- < *untara- ‘to sleep’.

Initial \( h-\) in words that do not have this structure may be useful for reconstruction purposes. Some of the following words also have Mongghul variants starting with a vocalic onset, and most of them are attested without \(*h-\) in one or more peripheral languages. This means that they are not strong examples for original \(*h-\).

---

\(^{408}\) This case stands out because it developed the secondary \(*h-\) preceding a vowel length.

\(^{409}\) It is not clear whether Bolčuluu and Junast actually heard different pronunciations. There is a correlation between devoicing of the first vowel, initial \( h \), and the presence of preconsonantal \(*r-\) or \(*l-\). In *erte and *urtu both the \(-t-\) and the \(-r-\) are original, but in horčisən < *hičesun ‘willow’ the \(-r-\) was probably inserted later. In hrbai ~ rbai < *arbai ‘barley’, hørke < *erke ‘power’, and hdög < *őteg ‘dung’ the \( h-\) was probably added.
Mongghul | CM
---|---
xamur ~ amar | ?*amur | quiet
xana- ~ ana- | ?*ana- | to recover
xerge | ?*ergi | bank, shore
xerge | ?*irge | ram
fo:roŋgi: | ?*orangī (?*orankaï) | paralysed\(^{410}\)

The first syllable vowels in the above examples are non-high, which, together with the weak consonant environment, prevents them from being lost. If the vowel is elided, the modern forms are difficult to evaluate. It seems impossible to tell whether the s- of sʒaŋa- represents the primary h- of *hasag- ‘to ask’ or is merely a relic of the devoiced vowel. Cf. also sʒu < *hüsün ‘hair’ and sʒu < *usun ‘water’.

Cases of h- which can not be explained by a following strong consonant include EYu hele ‘clear’, EYu hel:er ‘flatiron’, MgrM ğudari- ‘to lead’\(^{411}\) for the words otherwise known as *ile, *illiür, and *udurï-.

If such unexpected instances of *h- are found in several languages, such as *huna- ‘to ride’, *haur ‘steam; anger’, *hamura- ‘to rest’, they make a stronger case for CM *h-. In case of *hinie- ‘to laugh’, the *h- is confirmed by Dagur, Eastern Yugur, and all of Shirongol. Even if a secondary explanation were found, the wide distribution would still suggest an early secondary development.

Another complication in weighing the evidence lies in the fact that even unambiguous *h- can often be lost in one or more languages, especially in words with a strong consonant beginning the second syllable, as in MgrH a:ći < *hačï ‘grandson’, Dgx asa- < *hasag- ‘to ask’, EYu ūtan, Dgx ūtan < *huitan ‘narrow’, EYu u:ta < *huuta ‘bag’, Dgx usun < *hüsün ‘hair’. This suggests that h- and its derived pronunciations are increasingly treated by speakers as automatic (and optional) side effects of some phonetic environments. Such instances of *h- have thus become less distinctive synchronically, and less informative diachronically.

However, h- can also be lost from words devoid of strong consonants, e.g. MgrH ir < *hir ‘edge of a knife’. BaoN ojor < *hualr ‘root’. In a case like MgrH xana- ~ ana- ‘to heal’, the authenticity of the *h- is not confirmed by other languages. On the other hand, there is no known mechanism that would produce secondary h- in words without strong consonants.

### 4.14. Some notes on metathesis

Metathesis of consonants is a relatively frequent but unpredictable phenomenon. In some phonetic environments it is more likely to occur. It especially affects the ‘liquids’ \(l, r, m, n,\) especially in words containing two or more consonants from this set, and in stems that are trisyllabic or longer. Other cases of metathesis generally

---

\(^{410}\) Cf Kh orongi H398a ‘lame in the hind leg(s) (of an animal)’, Ord orongō M521b ‘disease in horses consisting of a kind of paralysis of the hind legs’. Mongghul also has the verb fo:ro- X59 ‘to be paralysed’. If this is related to MMo SH ho’ara- H76, o’ara- H120 ‘to neglect, abandon’, the *h- is confirmed.

\(^{411}\) The Kangjia cognate utur- does have a strong -t-, but that is itself inexplicable.
involve the exchange of the elements of a cluster. Morphologically transparent stems may resist this general tendency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EYu</td>
<td>ġulər</td>
<td>flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYu</td>
<td>saltu:r</td>
<td>Hui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgrH</td>
<td>xaril</td>
<td>wild onion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgrH</td>
<td>čirval</td>
<td>story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgrM</td>
<td>balor</td>
<td>handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaoN</td>
<td>alar</td>
<td>river</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaoN</td>
<td>hargal ~ halĝar</td>
<td>dung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dgx</td>
<td>koroloŋ</td>
<td>footprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dag</td>
<td>murtul</td>
<td>hail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dag</td>
<td>uryl</td>
<td>story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mog</td>
<td>ula:r</td>
<td>lips</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the disagreements between the modern dialects, such cases cannot generally be dated back to an early period. On the other hand several instances of metathesis are recorded in Middle Mongol. The form *könerge (*köreŋge) ‘yeast’ is found in Shirongol, Eastern Yugur and Dagur, and is also reflected by the Phagspa form. The form *malaga (*magalaï) ‘hat’ can also be assumed for Shirongol; only Dongxiang has mağala in addition to malağa.

Different tendencies can be observed in the following cases, where Eastern Yugur swapped the labial and velar consonants, whereas Mongghul moved the liquid to the right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EYu</td>
<td>xalğwa</td>
<td>spoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYu</td>
<td>orygme</td>
<td>coarse fabric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYu</td>
<td>tarğwan</td>
<td>marmot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYu</td>
<td>xarğwa ([xarçga:]</td>
<td>rib</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other cases of -r- moving to a different syllable include the following.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EYu</td>
<td>nurğusun</td>
<td>spinal marrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYu</td>
<td>sângarçağ</td>
<td>paunch 412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgrH</td>
<td>nirağa</td>
<td>fist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgrM</td>
<td>kuarməgy</td>
<td>trunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaoN</td>
<td>urdx̂na mord ~ urdȫna mord</td>
<td>every day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaoN</td>
<td>omorʒi</td>
<td>other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kgj</td>
<td>gadar ~ garda</td>
<td>bit of a bridle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

412 This type is also common in central Mongolic, cf. Khalkha gulir ~ guril ‘flour’, xürel ~ sûler ‘bronze’, čalir ~ ċaril ‘crowbar’.
413 Eastern Yugur resembles Kalmuck sângreg here, while Buriat harxinsag represents the other form.
Swapping nasals

BaoÑ menbo- ~ nenbə-  *nembe-  to cover
MgrM mengen  *nimgen  flimsy
MgrH nama:n ~ lama:n  *manan  mist

Clusters of liquids and nasals

EYu elməg  *emlig  untrained (horse)
MgrH sumla- ~ salma-  *sam.la-  to comb
EYu kelme-  *kemle-  to gnaw
EYu ölmö  (*ölmö < *emüne  front
EYu nelme-  *nemle- (*nemne-)  to cover

Velar/apical clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BaoD</th>
<th>BaoÑ</th>
<th>Kgi</th>
<th>CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>oşiğəi</td>
<td>oğşa</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>*auški  lungs [414]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>asga- ~ aşə-  ---</td>
<td>*aska-  to sprinkle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muşiğə-</td>
<td>moğşal-  meşże-  *muški-  to twist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>borke  besge  *böge  buttocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sægte-</td>
<td>sægte-  stite-  *sedki-  to think</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>čigtar (BaoX)  ---</td>
<td>*čidkör  demon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The erratic forms do not permit us to assume these metatheses even for Proto Baoanic alone. The following case shows widespread agreement in Shironogol: MgrH aşgo-, BaoD aşyo-, Dgx asğu- < *agsu- ‘to lend’.

Clusters -lb- and -rb-

EYu eblig  *elbeg  abundant
MgrH a:blu:  *albın  will o’ the wisp
BaoÑ şabr-  *karbu-  to shoot
BaoÑ harwaŋ ~ hawraŋ  *harban  ten

Other cases of metathesis, usually with one or more of the motivations mentioned above, include:

EYu žunaŋla, MgrH xonaŋla  *kulugana  mouse
EYu mıkör- ~ kımör-  *kömern-  to topple
EYu šwe:-  *(h)ebste-  to yawn
MgrM amula  *alima  fruit
MgrM anyçiğə  *onğača  trough

\[414\] This type of metathesis can also be found in central Mongolic, e.g. Khalkha do槪in ~ doşgin < *dogsən ‘fierce’, Ordos göşkön < *kösgin ‘old’.
(continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BaoGt</td>
<td>mágə</td>
<td>*margaasɨ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tomorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dalgaŋ</td>
<td>*daŋgal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>clod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaoN</td>
<td>čamɡa,</td>
<td>*čakɨrma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kgj čamɡa</td>
<td>iris; orchid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kgj</td>
<td>tumar</td>
<td>*turma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>turnip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kgj</td>
<td>e哲r-</td>
<td>*ɨtel-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dgx</td>
<td>sulara-</td>
<td>*sula.ra-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to come loose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cf. also (Sanchuan) MgrM jagarsi, BaoN žalgason ‘fish’, which forms may be relics from a regionally preserved old form *jagalson or *jalgasan. It is not known which of these forms is the original, since other languages suggest an original form *jagasan.

4.15. Some notes on intrusive consonants

In the sections on *n, *l, *r, and *h above, the intrusive (non-etymological) occurrence of these consonants has been discussed. Intrusive n- appears word-initially in words that lost the initial vowel preceding a weak consonant. Unexpected l- and r- mostly appear preconsonantly as well, but they predominantly precede strong consonants. Secondary h- occurs word-initially, and is triggered by a strong consonant starting the second syllable. Cases like the -p- in MgrM sanpəʒog < *sarimsag ‘garlic’ are also due to devoicing, in this case caused by the second -s-.

Other intrusive consonants are due to a reduplication that makes the syllables of a word stem more alike, usually by assimilating the first to the second. Examples include Dgx żawŋ ~ żawŋ < *jaβan ‘insipid’, MgrM təɾməɾ < *teməɾ ‘iron’, BaoX jaŋjaŋ- < *jafjal- < *jafil- ‘to chew’.

The unexpected b- in the following cases may stem from an earlier -w- which in its turn was due to a reinterpretation of a rounded vowel: Dag dəلب < dəlui < *dəleɣ ‘deaf’, xəç < *kuɨ ‘sheath’, BaoN həɾbə < *həɾbə < *həɾəi < *həɾəi ‘crown of the head’, cəbɛɾ < *siṣuɭ ‘chisel’.415

For the unexpected appearance of g (in syllable-final positions) see 4.5.5. In other cases there is no obvious explanation for the secondary appearance of the additional consonant. A widespread example is the following: EYu hambuɭ- MgrH xambula- < *həmuul- ‘to extinguish’, MgrM həɾbə- Kgj həɾbə- < *həmuɾa- ‘to rest’. Most other instances seem to be limited to the Monguor languages, e.g. MgrH naməɾ ~ nəɾbə < *naməɾ ‘autumn’, çəməɣ < *çəməɣ ‘heap’, MgrM mandaɭai < *məneki ‘frog’, xənduɣai < *hənügen ‘fox’, xənduɣai < *həməɣ ‘smelly’. Some of these cases may preserve an older form.

---

415 Chén (1986:50) notes that syllable-final b can ‘sometimes’ be pronounced as a fricative, so that the Baoan forms may actually be howrə and cəwɛɾ.